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Background
Since the discovery of large oil and natural gas reserves
in the Prudhoe Bay fields in Alaska, seve~al routes have
been proposed to transport this gas to the .lower 4 8
states.
·
0

a'

A North Slope/HacKenzie Valley corridor, sponsored
by Alaskan Arctic Gas Company, would traverse Alaska's.
North Slope, cross into Canada at the HacKenzie River
Delta, and run south along the river and thence into the
Midwest; a wester~ leg would transport gas to the western
states.
.
0

An Alaska LNG route proposed by the El Paso Alaska
Company would follow the oil pipeline'to a new terminal
site on Prince William Sound where the gas would be
liquefied and shipped by tanker to southern California.
0

The Fairbanks Alternative corridor sponsored by the
Alcan Pipeline Company would parallel the existing oil
pipeline as far as Fairbanks and then follow the Alcan
Highway through Canada. Some of the gas would be routed
to the West Coast via a western leg, and most would go
through Alberta and Saskatchewan to u.s. markets in the
1<lidwest. aJ:ld the East.
All three corridors were analyzed in the environmental
impact statement process of the Department of the Interior
and the Federal Power Commission.
Recognizing an urgent national need for additional natural
gas supplies~ the Congress enacted the Alaska Natural
Gas Transportation Act of 1976 to provide the means for
a sound.and expeditious decision by the President and the
Congress on which, if any, trans.portation system should
be bui~t.
To avoid. the delays of possible litigation, the
Act precludes judicial reviewof the ·environmental_impact
statements required by the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA).
Under Section 6(d) of the Alaska Gas Act, the Council on
Environmental Quality is directed to present to the
Pre~ident its views on the legal ~nd fact~al sufficiency·
of the impact statements and on other envi.ronmental matters
that we consider relevant.
CEQ is also di~ected to provide members of the public with an opportuni.ty' to present
oral and written data, views, and arguments on the impact
statements. A total of four day~ of public hearings were
1

held in l\~nchorage and Washington, D.C., wi,th \v-ritten and
oral testimony submitted by oyer 70 persons and organizations representing a wide spectrum of interests. These
hearings were extremely informative and helpful to the
Council in reaching its conclusions.
Views of the Council on EnVironmental Ouality
Sufficiency of the EnVironmental Impact Statements
Because of the magnitude of the competing proposals and
the abbreviated schedule for decisionmaking under the
Alaska Gas Act, the decision at hand is to select a
particular gas transportation route.
It is the sufficiency
of the environmental impact statements for this li.mited
purpose that is considered here--not the1r sufficiency
for determining precise alignments, facility locations,
and other site-specific da~a.
After careful review of the impact statements and testimony submitted at our hearings, we have concluded th~t:
Although they have shortcomings, th~ envirohmerital
impact statements are legally and factually suffici.ent
under the National Environmental Policy Act for purposes
of selecting the corridor and basic technology for a gas
tran~portation system.
Indeed, the NEPA pr6cess led
directly to the develo~ment of the Fairbanks Alternative,
the corridor that we believe to be environmentally preferable, as noted below.
0

0

Although the impact statements provide the information necessary to select a corridor and th~ basic technology for a gas transportation system, they lack the data
required for specific decisions concerning route align-·
ments, project designs, mitigation measures, and facility
siting. NEPA requires a continuous review of envirGnmental factors and alternatives by agencies with authority
over the approved gas transportation system. Environmental
assessments, EIS supplements, or new impact statements
may be required, depending upon the significance of
impacts and the degree to which they have already been
treated. Hajor design, engineering, or other sitespecific decisions ~hat follow the selecti.on of a corridor
an4 technology must be considered in one of these types
of NEPA analyses.
EnVironmental Impacts of Alternative Corridors
The impact statements and other public documents provide
2
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a wealth of information on .the environmental impacts o;f;
each of the.three.corridors. ,Altogether, they permit a
fair comparison of the significant environmental impacts
that we believe are most relevant to the decision before
the President and the Congress. vle found that:
0

The North Slope/f-1acKenzie Valley corridor is the
most environmentally. destructive of the three routes
being considered.
Intrusion into the ~ilderness
str~tching from the Canning River in Alaska to the
HacKenzie Delta in Canada would be massively disruptive.
We disagree ·strongly with the Federal Power
Commission's conclusion that this corridor is
environmentally acceptable.
This corridor would pass through parts of Alaska and
Canada that are now hardly affected by industrial
man's influence: Of its. 195 miles in Alas-ka, 135
miles would cross the narrow coastal plain of the
8.9-million acre Arctic National Wildlife Range.
Established to preserve unique wildlife, wilderness,
and recreational values, the Range stands out as
the last unspoiled area of its kind in the entire
Northern Hemisphere.
The proposed North Slope/~1acKenzie Valley pipeline
would cut an east-west corridor across this unmarred
landscape, requiring new port facilities, airstrips,
helipads, gravel borrow areas and compressor stations
as well. Although the land loss seems insubstantial
when compared to the total Range, the harm likely to
occur to wildlife and wilderness values there is
vastly out of proportion to acreage figures.
The litany of measures proposed to protect the Range
from pipeline construction is a testimony to
scientific, technological, and management ingenuity.
The applicant proposes to build that portion of the
pipeline entirely in one winter, using only snow
roads that vanish with the spring melt. we are
skeptical about whether it could be done. The risks
of failure are impressive and their consequences
irremedial. Experience suggests that economic
pressure to complete such a pipeline on schedule
would not yield to the onset of spring and the v-lildlife that might stand in the way.
We must also note the widespread concern that such a
gas line could invite an oil line and perhaps a
permanent road, so as eventually to become a permanent
3
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corridor. A gas line across the Arctic Range and
Northern Yukon to the MacKenzie Delta would invite
the exploration of oil and gas that may well exist
within the Range or in the Beaufort Sea. The future
of the Arctic Range must lie in the permanent dedication of this rich and unique area to wilderness.
This is also the conclusion of the State of Alaska
and every environmental organization appearing at our
hearings.
The wilderness and wildlife values of the Range,
along with the pipeline route, also extend into
Canada, to the MacKenzie Delta. Natives there, who
constitute the majority of the population in the
Northern Arctic, have vigorously opposed any pipeline
either across the North Slope or up the MacKenzie
River, fearing its effects on their way of life and
its interference with their land claims settlement.
Canadian Justice Thomas Berger, who investigated the
social and environmental impacts of this route for
the Canadian government, recommended that to protect
these people and the environment on which they
depend, no pipeline be built across the North Slope.
0

The Fairbanks Alternative corridor would largely
follow existing transportation corridors, with no
large-scale intrusion into wilderness areas or
destruction of wilderness values. We find, in agreement with the Federal Power Commission, that it is
the most environmentally acceptable of the three
corridors.
But some of its environmental risks are still unknown.
The preliminary state of the design effort suggests
substantial uncertainty about fundamental concepts.
Measures to deal with frost heave, thaw settlement,
and summer construction, for example, are only
roughly sketched. Still to be developed is sitespecific information, such as stream crossings and
additional workpad construction mileage.
On the other hand, it appears that the gas line could
be safely constructed relatively near the oil
pipeline acros~ the existing workpad.
The existing
haul road along the oil pipeline would also be used,
as would many of the existing campsites and other
facilities.
Further adv~ntages can result from the
availability of information on the geology, soils,
stream characteristics, and wildlife, all of which
4

would aid in controlling impacts of the Fairbanks
Alternative as far as Delta Junction, where it
would depart from the oil pipeline~
Social and growth impacts of both the Fairbanks
Alternative and the Alaska LNG route will obviously
be greater in Alaska than those of the North Slope/
MacKenzie· Valley corridor. Although no accurate
measures of these impacts have been made, the
Alyeska experience has prepared residents for what
to expect. t-!any government, labor, and business
interests as well as some Alaskan natives desire
the growth.effects of another pipeline project and
believe its impacts can readily be absorbed.
A Canadian Inquiry headed by Dean K.M. Lysyk is now
investigating the effects of the Fairbanks Alternative on the native claims settlement issue in the
Southern Yukon. The ~eport is intended.to piovide
Canada with.the social impact information needed
.to make a decision on this route.
0

The Alaska LNG alternative presents risks to the
env1.ronment, to public safety, and to system integrity not present with the overland corridors.
Its
significantly greater consumption of energy should
also bevi.ewed as an environmental cost, and it would
have the greatest impact on Alaskan fisheries.
It
is possible that the Alaska LNG corridor and technology can be environmentally acceptable. At present,
however, we are faced with significant uncertainties
about thermal impacts, seismic design, ultimate suitability of the LNG plant sites proposed in Alaska and
southern California~ and the safety risks of LNG
tanker traffic. This system would be environmentally
acceptable only on condition that more specific
analyse·s of alternative LNG facility sites and mi ti.:...
gation measures are conducted prior to any certification.
Because the Alaska LNG pipeline corridor makes the most
extensive use of the existing oil pipeline corridor,
its social, economic, and environmental impacts in
Alaska would be similar to those of the Fairbanks
Alternative.
In its last 43miles, however, the
corridor would cross the Chugach.National Forest, a
roadless area of great scenic·beauty, to Point
5
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Gravina, where the gas would be liquefied, and
from there transported by tankers to California,
gasified, and sent to v.s. markets.·
The most serious potential impacts of the LNG
facility at Point Gravina are those associated with
the seawater cooling system. According to the best
evidence, the LNG plant as proposed.would probably
affect the marine ecology of Orca Bay substantially.
Because the area is a valuable source of salmon and
other commercial species, it could have profound
.effects on the local economy as well. But precise
. conclusions cannot be drawn because. no substantial
investigation of the Bay has been undertaken, and
the water-related LNG plant systems remain unde·fined.
Without th,is information it is impossible to deter,mine whether the site at ~oint Gravina is environmentally acceptable or another is preferable. It
seems likely, however, that an environmentally acceptable plant could be designed and constructed.
Similar problems arise with seismic design at the
Gravina site. Earthquakes and resultant. tsunamis
present serious threats. The . applicant asserts
that a safe plant could be designed once Gravina
.
conditions te.g., the existence and depth of bedrock)
are satisfactorily investigated. Although this assertion has not been successfully challenged, the
necessary proof must await further site investigation
and actual plant desi~n.
From Point Gravina LNG tankers would leave for
a California gasification .site--Point Conception or Oxnard appear to be the current leading alternatives. Here complex land use, thermal discharge,
and safety issues must still be resolved by the state
and federal governments. ·
·
LNG tanker accidents can have major consequences.
Tanker collisions or rarnrnings and groundings could
lead to vapor clouds, LNG pool fires, and .accidents
at the LNG facility--with possibly fatal effects.
The analyses of LNG public safety risks on the
record are incon.clusive. Although it is not now ."
possible to estab_lish.the level of public safety
risk imposed by an LNG facility, it is possible to
reduce substantially the consequences .of events by
remote location of facilities away from people.
6

The Alaska LNG system is therefore unique, and it
is difficult to analy'ze because of the· inherent
uncertainties posed. · .rUtigation of its environmental
impacts and safety risks will be possible, but
only at considerable, heretofore une.stimated,
expense.
We must note that the environmental damage inflicted by
any of these transport systems will be significant. Thus
we recommend that the need for Alaskan gas, the parts of
the ·country that it wo'uld benefit, and the alternative
energy supplies that theY: might receive now or. at some
later date·be subject to the most careful scru.tiny before
a final decision is reached.
We have defined our environmental impact considerations
as solely a function of corridor and technology, independent of the project sponsor. Although l\lcan has proposed
the least environmentally risky corridor--the Fairbanks
Alternative--its proposal is the least well-developed of
the three. And although we find the North Slope/I1acKenzie
Valley corridor unacceptable on environmental grounds, we
note that Arctic Gas has provided environmental·analyses
of a depth and quality clearly superior to those of the
other applicants.
Our conclusion that the Fairbanks Alternative corridor is
the least environmentally damaging route assumes the strict
application of environmental 6riteria in a full interdisciplinary reviewduring the engineering design, construe-·
tion scheduling, and route selection process. We also
assume that the federal government will establish coherent
stipulations, terms, and conditions and string-ently enforce
the environmental and public safety conditions in the
field.
It will not suffice to rely on the project sponsor's
"quality control" to protect the environment or to
ensure compliance with government-imposed conditions.
Effective enforcement will require a central federal
authority and a new organizational structure to· re.solve
inte~agency conflicts over jurisdictioh and policy.
In
any case, we believe that the public would be well
served by a citizen monitoring capability, staffed and
federally supported to observe and report on pipeline construction, and well coordinated with the government monitoring structure.
7

Public Views Presented to the
·council on Environmental Quality
Witnesses found the environmental impact statements in
compliance with the Hati.onal Environmental Policy F.ct,
but several shortcomings were noted. Critics argued
that the statements were too long and cumbersome and
lacked explicit compariscns of the three corridors.
Some also believed that the statements had omitted specific information or analyse~, such as recent design and
alignment changes in two of the proposals, long-range
effects of pipeline construction, and comprehensive information on impacts in Canada.
The issues of greatest concern to witnesses included:
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

Impacts on the Arctic National Wildlife Range
Social and economic impacts in Alaska
·
Impacts on Canada,. especially on Canadian natives
The net national economic costs and benefits of
transporting Alaskan natural gas
Regional distribution of Alaskan gas to the lower
48 states
Implications for future resource development in the
North
Pipeline construction monitoring.

Other prominent issues were impacts on Alaska's fisheries
and effects on coal gasification development.
Environmental groups testifying and the State of Alaska
were unanimous in their opposition to the North Slope/
HacKenzie Valley corridor; most environmental organizations strongly preferred the Fairbanks Alternative to
the other corridors. Representatives of the State of
Alaska and Alaskan business, labor, and local·governments
testifying favored the Alaska LNG route, believing it
to hold the greatest social and economic benefits for
the state. Hany major !·'lidwest, East Coast, and California
gas distributors and transmission companies support the
North Slope/MacKenzie Valley corridor. They belie~e the
Arctic Gas proposal to be the most reliable and one that
will ensure delivery of the greatest volumes of gas
directly to markets.

~·
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PART I.

VIEWS OF THE COUNCIL ON ENVIRONHENTAL QUALITY
Background

In 1968, a major discovery of oil and.associated natural
gas was made in.Alaska's North Slope. Oil £rom this
region has just begun to flow through the Alyeska pipeline on its way to the lower 48 states,·but·no decision
has been made on the long-range plans for North Slope.
natural gas. According .to the-Federal Power Commission,
the 200~square-mile Prudhoe Bay field contains an estimated 22.5 trillion cubic feet in proved natural gas
reserves.
Since the discovery there have been three proposals to
the federal government to transport the gas to the lower
48 states: The North Slope(HacKenzie Valley corridor,
proposed by the Alaskan Arctic G~s pipeline Company,
would traverse Alaska's North Slope, cross into Canada
at the ·!1acKenzie River Delta, and· run south along ·the.
river and thence into the Midwest; a western leg from
Alberta would transport gas to the western states·. The
Alaska LNG system, sponsored by the El Paso Alaska Company, would follow the oil pipeline corridor to a new
terminal site on Prince vJilliam Sound and then ship
liquefied natural gas by tanker to southern California.
Also paralleling the oil pipeline as far as Fairbanks,
the Fairbanks Alternative corridor, proposed by the
Alcan Pipeline Company, would then cross into Canada
along the Alaska Highway with some gas routed to the
west. coast from Alberta via a western leg and· most going·
through Alberta and Saskatchewan to U.S~ rn~rkets in the
Hidwest and East.
(For more detailed project descrip-·
tions and maps, see the Appendix.)
·
The Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act.of 1976
(Alaska Gas Act) reflects .congressional concern that a
sound and expeditious decision be made on which--if any--.,.
transportation system should be constructed. To avoid
the delays of possible litigation, the Congress precluded judicial review of several aspects of federal
decisionmaking, particularly a review of the sufficiency
of the environmental impact statements (EISs) prepared on
the proposed transportation systems.
At the same time, however, the Congress took steps to
preserve the integrity of the EIS process and to ensure
that the requirements of the National :Cnvi.ronmental Policy
Act were met before a decision under the Alaska Gas Act
was finally reached. As a substitute for judicial review,
it established special procedures for evaluating the
9

sufficiency of ·the environmental impact statements out.;..
side the context of courtroom proceedings.
The Alaska Gas Act requi,;r:es the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) to hold public hearings on the environ-.
mental impact statements.
The Council must then provide
the President with a summary of the views expressed at
the hearings, the Councilts views on the "legal and
factual sufficiency" of the impact statements, and views
on other environmental matters that the Council considers
relevant.
The President, in turn, must find that the
environmental impact statement on the transportation
system that he selects complies fully with NEPA.
Finally,
the Congress must expressly verify the adequacy of
this environmental impact statement in any resolution
that it may adopt approving the President's selection
of a natural gas·· transportation system.
This report responds to the CEQ directives in Section
6(d) of the Alaska Gas Act.
In Part I we present our
views on the adequacy of the environmental impact statements on the three pipeline systems prepared by the
Department of the Interior and the Federal Power
ColTII!lission. We also evaluate the significant environmental impacts of each of the three corridors that we
believe are most relevant to the decision before the
President and the Congress.
Part II is a summary of both written and oral data,
views, and arguments submitted to the Council by members
of the public and representatives of the three pipeline
company applicants.
Four days of public hearings were
held in Anchorage and Washington, D.C. Before the record
closed,the Council received testimony from over 70 persons and organizations; additional statements were
received from more than a score of others in both the
United States and Canada.

10

Sufficiency of the Environmental I;mpact Statements
The Statements
The National Environmental l?olicy Act requires all
federal agencies to prepare and consider an environmental
impact statement on each. proposed major action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.
These documents serve as aids to decisionmakers and as
"full disclosure" statements that facilitate public
involvement in the national effort to protect· and enhance
the environment.
In compliance with this requirement,
environmental impact statements had already been prepared on the thre~ proposed Alaska gas pipeline corridors
when the Congress passed the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976.
The Department of the Interior issued the first EIS in
final form in !'·1arch 1976; its nine volumes total over
4,000 pages. The subject is the Arctic.Gas Project's
application for a right-of-way across federal lands on
Alaska's North Slope. Both the Fairbanks Alternative
and the Alaska LNG Route-are alternatives to this
proposal in that EIS.
The Federal Power Conunission (FPC) issued a second
statement on April 9, 1976. This six-volume, 1,500page EIS analyzes the application of the El paso Alaska
Company for a certificate of public convenience and
necessity for construction and operation of a gas
transportation system following the Alaska LNG Route.
The statement incorporates by reference substantial
portions of the Department of the Interior's environmental
impact statement on the North Slope/MacKenzie Valley
Route.
A one-volume Supplement to the FPC statement was
issued in September 1976. Its subject is an application
by Alcan Pipeline Company for authorization to construct
and operate a gas transportation system using the
Fairbanks Alternative.
The Council's Approach
Hembers of our staff and others working under our direction began the Council review of the environmental impact
statements by consulting briefs and other documents filed
with the Department of the Interior and the Federal Power
Commission and relevant reports and studies prepared by
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other government agencies. Following this analysis,
the Council made a prelimina~y identification of the
significant environmental impacts of the proposed gas
transportation system, such as:
0

The environmental impacts associated with the
new "chilled" pipeline technology and the impacts
of pipeline construction

0

The risks involved with the liquefaction, shipment,
and regasification of natural gas as well as the
impacts of an LNG facility on the fisheries of Prince
William Sound

0

The effects of each system on public land policies
in .2\laska, particularly on policies for the Arctic
National Wildlife Range and the Chugach National
Forest

0

The growth-inducing effects of these proposals in
Alaska, including their projected impacts on the
demand for public services, their influence on
patterns of land use, and their relationship to
further development of mineral and timber resources

0

The impacts of each system on Canadian citizens
and their environment, including the social, economic,
and cultural impacts on native communities

0

The implications of each system for national
and regional energy policies, including their
effects, if any, on oil and gas development in
other parts of Alaska, and on the availability of
natural gas in the West, Hidwest, and South

0

The net national economic impacts of each proposal,
including their effects on national employment
and productivity.

These key issues shaped our analysis of the proposed
transportation systems and formed the focus for our
public hearings and our more detailed review of the
environmental impact statements.
The second part of our task was to dete~mine the legal
significance, if any, o£ the analytical flaws that we
discerned during our review.
Based on the extensive
new material submitted at our public hearings and on
further staff analysis, we conducted this aspect of our
analysis much as a court would, by applying statutory
12
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standards to the facts before us and drawing legal
conclusi_ons regarding the impa,ct statements' sufficiency.
Standards of Sufficiency
The basic standard of sufficiency used in· our review is
contained in Section 102(2) (C) of NEPA itself. We also.
relied on the Council's "Guidelines for th~ Preparation
of Environmental Impact Statements" and leading judicial
interpretations of the statute.
First, NEPA requi~es a thorough analysis of the significant impacts of major federal actions on the quality of
thehumCJ,n environmenL Accordingly, an EIS must fully
evaluate a project's effects on -local air and water
quality, wildlife and fisheries, soils and vegetation,
and aesthetics.
In addition, the term "human environment" has been broadly interpreted to include the
envir.onment of other nations as well as our own and the
social and economic fabric o.f human society as well as
its natural surroundings. A.11 environmental impact
sta.tement, therefore, must also consider the extraterritorial effects of proposed federal actions and
their. impacts on the society, culture-, and economy of
native peoples and others in the region.
SE!cond, an EIS must assess all reasonable alternatives
to a proposed action.
Indeed, consideration of alternatives is the linchpin of environmental analysis because .
it_ frequently leads to discovery of les,s damaging ways
to accomplish federal objectives.
'Third, NEPA requires a full-scaie search for measures
to·mitigate the environmental impacts of federal actions.
Such measures may reduce these impacts to acceptable
levels and make otherwise objectionable projects fit
NEPA's environmental goals. Accordingly, impact statements must identify all feasible mitigation measures
and explain how they will be implemented.
Fourth, the environmental impact statement was conceived in part as a way to involve the public in
environmental decisionmaking. CEQ Guidelines require
gove'rnment agencies to circulate these documents widely
among interested members of the public and citizen
groups.
In addition, agencies must cons-ider the
comments that they receive on their environmental
analyses and must set forth th~ir own views on' the
issu~s so raised.
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Last, the sufficiency of any environmental impact
statement is necessarily tied to the nature and scope
of the federal action concerned. Here the federal
action is selection of a gas transportation system.
Because of the magnitude of the competing propOsals and
the abbreviated schedule for decisionmaking under the
Alaska Gas Act, that decision essentially involves
selection of a particular transportation technology and
a particular transportation route.
It is the sufficiency
of the statements for this lirtdted purpose that is
considered here--not their sufficiency for determining
precise alignments, facility locations, and other sitespecific data.
Conclusions of the Council
The statements are sufficient for purposes
of selecting the corridor and basic
technology for a gas transportat1on system.
We have concluded that the environmental impact statements are ,legally and factually sufficient under NEPA
and that they provide an adequate basis for selecting
the corridor and the basic technology for an Alaska gas
transportation system. The documents serve their
essential purpose of providing responsible officials
with the information that they need to ma~e a reasoned
choice among the competing proposals.
In particular,
the impact statements analyzed each of the significant
impacts that we deemed crucial to adequate evaluation
of the proposed transportation systems and discussed
feasible mitigation measures for reducing environmental
effects. The environmental impact statements were
circulated to government agencies and subjected to
public scrutiny as required by Council Guidelines, and
we find that the Department of the Interior and the
Federal Power Commission satisfactorily responded to
comments received on their draft statements.
As the Federal Power Commission noted in its Recommendation to the President, these EISs are a rich source of
environmental data. They have already led to substantial
improvements in the routing and design of proposed gas
transportation systems.
Indeed, the Fairbanks Alternative
was first discussed in the Department of the Interior's
statement on the application of Arctic Gas for, a rightof-way across federal lands. It was further analyzed
and endorsed as an alternative route by the FPC staff in
its subsequent EIS. The Alcan proposal and the FPC
Supplement were direct outgrowths of this federal a~ency
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analysis of reasonable alternatives. This development is
a tribu:te to NEPA and illu$·trates the value of the environmental impact statement process to federal decisionmaking.
It bears emphasis, however, that these statements must be
viewed a$ essentially akin to broad "program" documents
which do not purport to analyze specific route alignments,
project designs, or facility sitings, for example. The
applicants themselves have not gone much beyond the concept of a buried, chilled, high-pre~sure gas pipeline in
a "corridor" and, in the case of the Alaska-LNG proposal,
the basic proposals for processing plants in Alaska and
California and a fleet of LNG tankers. As a result, the
EISs do not contain the site-specific and engineering
design information that will be necessary to evaluate
detailed plans for the actual on-the·-ground. construction
of the approved transportation system.
Although we have concluded that the environmental impact
statements do provide the information necessary to select
a corridor and the basic technology for a gas transportation system, they lack the data required for .specific
decisions concerning route alignments, project designs,
andfacility sitings. These "downstream" decisions
must be based upon more specific environmental data,
as discussed on pages 18-19.
The statements are not perfect and their
limitations should be recognized.
Although the environmental impact statements have
contributed substantially to the refinement of alternative gas transportation proposals and in our judgment
provide an adequate basis for selecting among them,
they are far from perfect analyses or aids to government
decisionmaking, and their limitations should be recognized.
To begin, the documents are much too long and poorly
organized.
In addition, they do not include several
important modifications in the proposals which have been
made since they were issued in final form.
Finally, the
environmental impact statements contain a relatively
unsophisticated analysis of the socioeconomic impacts of
the pipeline proposals, particularly in Canada with
regard to impacts on native communities.
In what
follows, we discuss these problems and how they bear on
the adequacy of the environmental impact statements.
15

1.

Length and

Organiz~tion

These ·environment~l impact statements, like m~ny others,
are far too long, too re~etitive, and in many r~spects
too,detailed to serve the decisionmaking needs of
government officials responsible for s~lection of a
transportation system. Rather than emphasizing the
significant environmental issues deserving sp~cial
analysis, the statements tend to consider all issues
equally. Lacking is a succinct statement of· the major
environmental advantages and disadvantages of the ·
systems proposed which could be quickly reviewed and
comprehended by interested parties. Huch of the crucial
analysis is obscured by voluminous technical material
and elaborate descriptions that are better suited to
appendices or to backup material available to the
public on request.
The usefulness of the EIS process was further complicated
by the fact that the Federal Power Commission ~nd the
Department of the Interior proceeded independently and
filed separate statements at different times. Although
the two agencies did attempt to prepare a single statement,
their efforts failed, largely because only one applicant
applied for both FPC and Interior approval.
Because
the statements focus on different pipeline proposals,
neither provides the integrated, comprehensive overview
of alternatives which should ordinarily be found in a
single EIS.
A shorter, more concise analysis and comparison of the
corridors in a single impact statement would have been
far more helpful to decisionmakers than the statements
that were prepared. However, the record developed by
the FPC, including its recent report to the President,
this report, and other agency reports due to be released
shortly, largely fulfill the need for new analysis and
comparisons of the corridor proposals.
2.·

Subsequent Hodifications

Following issuance of the EISs, Arctic Gas and Alcan
modified their pipeline proposals. Arctic Gas abandoned
its earlier frost heave and thaw settlement designs in
favor of a Frost Heave Redesign which calls ;for heat
tracing of the pipeline within frost-susceptible soils.
Alcan dropped its plans f;or a 42-inch pipeline, substi-.
tuting a 48-inch pipeline~ the proposal also deviates
from its original route by some 400 miles in British
Columbia and Alberta. Neither modification has been
analyzed in an environmental impact statement.
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Both Arctic Ga,s and 1Ucan explained these modifications
in formal submissions to the FPC and CEQ. From our
analysis of these documents, we conclude that they must
be considered only as modifications and not important
changes in the basic nature and general route already
proposed by each applicant. Given the fact that the
proposals now pending are essentially elaborate conceptual
studies, changes of this kind could appropriately have
been anticipated when the EISs were prepared. Similar
modifications are in fact to be expected as engineering
design proceeds and responds to site-specific information.
Under these circumstances and in light of the
basic corridor and technology focuses of the EISs, we
have concluded that the existing statements are legally
sufficient.
3.

Analysis of Socioeconomic Impacts

Although.the environmental impact statements generally
discuss existing data on soc;i.oeconomic impacts, the
data are not well analyzed, particularly with respect
to long-range impacts. Such shortcomings, however,
reflect general problems with the state-of-the-art of
socioeconomic impact analysis and its application to
EISs.
For Canada the most significant social impact of two of
the proposed pipelines may· well be their effects on
native communities and cultures.
Both the Fairbanks
Alternative and the North Slope/HacKenzie Valley R,oute
would pass through or near many native Indian communities
that have retained their traditional subsistence life
styles and economies. The EISs recognize that these
traditional native communities may be adversely affected
by the construction and operation of a pipeline, but
their analyses are weak. Neither statement moves much
beyond a general identification of potential direct
impacts, as opposed. to analysis of the native culture,
the value of maintaining it, and specific cultural threats
posed by the several pipeline proposals.
In view of the difficulties faced by federal agencies
in analyzing socioeconomic impacts, it is most fortunate
that a Canadian study of the North Slope/!!acKenzie Valley
Corridor was recently released by the Berger Commission
and that a study of the social effects of the Fairbanks
Alternative in Canada is scheduled for completion in early
August.
In view of Canada's comprehensive look at the implications of these proposals for its own people, we see no need
for further treatment of this subject in the environmental
impact statement process.
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4.

Other Issues

During the Council's public hearings on the sufficiency
of the environmental impact statements, several witnesses
criticized them for failing to consider U.S. treaty
obligations which could affedt the proposed gas transportation systems.
(See the Summary of Public Hearings,
pages 38-54.)
Such an analysis should be contained in
the statements. Based on our review of relevant treaties,
however, we have concluded that no major international
commitments would be jeopardized by the proposed system
and that the failure to examine this issue, although
unfortunate, does not render the documents inadequate
as a matter of law.
Several witnesses raised other issues for inclusion
in the EIS analysis.
(See pages 52-54.) And although it
may have been useful to address some or all of these
questions, in our judgment these issues are of doubtful
significance for the environment, they are sufficiently
covered in the statements, they call for speculation on
the part of federal officials, or they are not relevant
to the basic environmental decisions to be made now.
NEPA requires a continuous review of environmental
factors and alternatives by agencies with authority
over the approved gas transportation system.
The three pipeline proposals must be considered as project concepts rather than specific site alignments and
project designs, as previously noted. The applicants
have yet to formulate and seek approval for the detailed
construction and operation of their proposed transportation systems.
Even assuming that a proposal is approved under the
Alaska Gas Act, there are many decisions to be made before a pipeline is to be built.
In addition to detailed
planning by the applicants themselves, the federal
government must formulate terms and conditions for federal certification of the pipeline (unless waived under
the Alaska Gas Act), it must issue permits as now prescribed by law, and it must approve specific pipeline
alignments and rights of way, location and design of
compressor stations, and, for the Alaska-LNG Route, location and design of processing facilities.
Many decisions have important environmental implications.
NEPA requires that agencies make these decisions after
a thorough interdisciplinary analysis of all reasonable
18
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alternatives and the±r environmental impacts.

Section

102C2) (E) requires continuous consideration of; reasonable
alternatives at the site-specific stage of design planning and implementation.
In addition, CEQ Guidelines
state that further formal analysis, perhaps in the form
of a supplement, is required when a broad program statement does not adequately as-sess the significant environmental impacts of major individual actions implementing
a large~scale construction project.
In short, following a Presidential and Congressional decision on a pipeline corridor, federal agemc;tes may not
bypass further environmental analysis of the authorized
system simply because 15road program statements ha,ve been
prepared and found sufficient under NEPA.
Rather, they
must weigh important environmental concerns at all
subsequent stages of decisionmaking to ensure that the
Nation's environmental policy receives a,s much attention
on the ground in Alaska as i t does·while federal planning
is underway in Washington.
Environmental assessments, ·
EIS supplements, or new impact statements-may be required,
depending upon the significance of impacts·and the degree
to which they have already been treated.
Any major
design, engineering, or other site~specific decision that
follows. the selection of a corridor and technology must
·be considered in one of these types of HEPA analyses.
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Perhaps no energy development project has rece.i,ved ·-:d.<?~~.'::··,;,
environmental analysis :than the three proposed .;Eor···· ·.. · -:.: .'
bringing North Slope na·tural gas to the conterminous'·· ·" ·' '
United· States. . Two huge environmental impact 'statements,.
several years of FPC hearings, and numerous other federal
and state studies have addressed and analyzed neal;'ly
·
every conceivable effect of these corridors on the human
environment. Testimony presented to the Council at
public hearings and our onsite investigation of the. three
pipeline routes.in Alaska further supplement the· ~nfor
mation available to us. Altogether these facts permit a
fair comparisonof the three corridors and their.relativ:e
environmental effects.
·
·
·
From the extensive record before the Federal Power
.
.
Commission, it.recommended to the President that ali
. l
three pipeline corridors are environmentally acceptable._/
We do not agree.
Pipeline.construction and operation ·
along t,he North. Slope/r1acKenzie. Valley Corridor would
cause irreparable damage to the wilderness and wildlife
of the A.rc.t.i,c National Wildli.fe Range . and the Northern
Yukon~ ·:The need to protect this unique ecosystem and
other .co.nsiderations discussed subsequently have· led us
to the' .con·clusion ··that this corridor is unacceptable
from an environmental point of view.
'
In contrast, the Fairbanks Alternative lacks these major
impacts, and we find i t environmentally preferable to
the other corridors. The Alaska LNG system uses a
technology with uncertain risks and low energy efficiency
and ranks between the other two corridors on environmental grounds.
It should be approved only on condition
that more specific analyses of alternative LNG facility
sites and mitigation measures are conducted prior to any
certification.
In drawing these conclusions, we do not pretend expertise
on other factors that could argue more favorably for the
North Slope/HacKenzie Valley or Alaska LNG corridors.
But we believe it incorrect to conclude that all three
corridors are environmentally acceptable.
The basis for
these conclusions is presented below.
We must emphasize here that our conclusions are predicated on the assumption of a compelling need for gas
from Alaska. From one perspective, the most obvious
environmental choice is to build no Alaska gas transportation system: whatsoever. Alaska and Northern Ca.nada
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possess unspoiled beauty, and their wilderness, wildlife,
and traditional native cultures cannot be lightly
regarded.
It would be misleading to conclude that
because damage has already been done by the oi! pipeline
and earlier projects, no more would occur from construction of a new pipeline along these existing corridors.
~fuether

Alaska and the United States as a whole will
benefit from exploitation of the state's gas reserves
is a question that too few have cared to consider. The
Joint Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for
Alask~ co~ten27 that Alaska's economy can.do witho~t t~e
gas p1pel1ne.But an even more compell1ng quest1on 1s
whether the United States should convert Alaska into an
energy province. One witness, an Anchorage resident,
posed what seems to be a central issue:
"This is the
last chance for Americans to civili-ze a great region
without disrupting its ecology and without falling victim
t~ the technological juggernau~ as it.does so . .
37 . It's
e.1.ther our last chance or .2\..merJ.ca' s f1nal orgy."We cannot urge too strongly that the need for Alaskan
gas, the parts of the country that it would benefit, and
the alternative energy supplies that they might receive
now or at some later date be subject to the most careful
scrutiny before a final decision is reached on any gas
transportation system from Alaska's North Slope.
North-Slope/HacKenzie Valley Route (Arctic Gas)
The propqsed North Slope/HacKenzie Valley Route would
pass through parts of Alaska and Canada that are now
hardly affected by industrial man's influence: Of the
195 miles of this corridor in Alaska, 135 miles would
cross the narrow coastal plain of the 8 .. 9-million acre
Arctic National ~ilildlife Range.
Establi~hed

in 1960 by Public Ordei 2214 to "preserve
unique wildlife, wilderness, and recreational values,"
the Range is described by Alaska's Commissioner for
Natural Resources as the "crm...rn jewel" of the National
Wildlife Refuge System. Again and again witnesses at
our hearings emphasized that the Range stands out as
the last unspoiled area of its kind in the entire
Northern Hemisphere.
Its ecological value cannot be overstated. It has been
aptly described by the Interior Department as:
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the only rema1n1ng largely· undisturbed continuumof arctic ecosystems
and vegetation types from the Arctic
Ocean to the interior of A.laska.
lt
is the only place in the United
States where it is still possible
to conduct long-term investigations
into the natural history of arctic
plant and animal communities in protected portions of the Arctic Coastal
Plain, Arctic Foothills, Brook~
Mountain Range., and the Porcupine
plateau. Nowheie else in the Alaskan
Arctic are these physiographic provinc~~
compressed into such a short distance.~

I
I

The Range is most notably the principal habitat of the
115,000 Porcupine caribou, the largest and the least
disturbed and most stable North American caribou herd.
Other species supported by the Range include polar bear,
barren-ground grizzly, recently reintroduced musk oxen,
Dall sheep, wolverine, and vast numbers of migratory
birds.
The proposed North Slope/HacKenzie Valley pipeline would
cut an east-west corridor across this unmarred landscape. Pipeline construction would require new port
facilities on the Beaufort Sea, at Camden Bay and
Demarcation Bay. Along with the five 2,400-foot gravel
airstrips, six helipads, nine gravel borrow areas, connecting haul roads, three compressor stations, and the
pipeline trench itself,these facilities would require
some 3,200 acres of the Range's coastal plain.
Compared to the total Range, the acreage lost seems
insubstantial. But its direct and induced effects would
be considerable. The harm likely to occur to wildlife
and wilderness values of the Arctic Range is vastly out
of proportion to acreage figures. The pipeline would
pass directly through the traditional calving ground
.
and postcalving gathering area of the caribg~ her~. The
Interior Department and caribou researchers~ have indicated that the caribou present there during these periods,
especially cows with calves, would be extremely sensitive to minor disturbances, so that over the years the
pipeline facilities, their noises, odors, and sight and
the aerial and ground-level mainteriance activities could
vastly reduce the size and strength of th~ Porcupine
herd.
22
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And with these effects wo.uld come other drast.;ic changes
to the ecosystem of. the Range.
Polar bearsden around
Camden :Bay, but construction activities. would make this
area unusable,.with .possible long-term net losses of this
rare species in the Range.
The ·Interior Department has
concluded that these impacts cannot be mitigated because
of the secretive and s:erisitive nature of. denning polar
bear.
Similarly, Interi.or expects the project to reduce
populations of fish,· musk ox, moose, arct1c fox, wolves,
and grizzly bear.
Swans, ducks, and geese would also be
lost despite plans to locate the pipeline south of major
bird nesting areas.
It i.s well to remember that all these
effects would occur in a Range set aside to preserve
wildlife.
If there were no significant effects on wildlife, there
would be other losses to count.
The Range stands out
as one of the last great wilderness regions in the world.
In the early 1970's the. Interior Department drafted a
report concluding that the Range met Congressional standards for ing7usion in the National Wilderness Preservation System.It still does.
But its present value
will be lost if a pipeline and the period,ic intrusion
of people and machines violate its boundaries.
The litany of measures proposed to protect the Range
from pipeline construction work is a testimony to scientific, technological, and management ingenuity.
The
applicant proposes to build that portion of the pipeline entirely in one winter, using only snow roads that
would vanish with the spring melt.
Nearly 200 miles of
these snow roads would be built in an area as arid as a
desert.
Quantities of equipment would be imported by
barge during the six ice-free weeks of summer.
New and
as yet untested techniques for welding, backfilling, and
trench digging would be pioneered in darkness and in
windchill factors as low as -100°F.
Yet by spring thaw,.
all the crossed streams must again be suitable for fish,
and all equipment must.be removed before the snow roads
disappear.
We are skeptical about 'whether it. ·couid be done.
The ·
risks of failure are impressive and their consequences
irremedial.
Too much depends on avoiding a season or
two of late freezes and early thaws thatwould curtail
snow road construction plans.
An expert who supervised
construction of the ~APS line on the North Slope laughed
at the idea:
"We were commissioned in October of 1976
to prepare a 4.2 mile· snowworkpad • • • • We did everything we could think of to.get snow to build that 4.2
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miles. Yet it took 31 days." And what of the "myriad
units of equipment?" he asked.
"Do they miraculously
disappear with the spring thaw? At the present time,
there are over 2,000 pieces of construction equipment
north of the Yukon on the TAPS project. The demopilization of these units will take several months of int7?se
effort using good gravel roads and stable bridges."Experience suggests that economic pressures to complete
such ~ pipeline on schedule would not yield to the onset
of spring and the calving caribou and other wildlife
that might stand in the way. It is all very well to
develop stringent environmental terms and conditions and
elaborate plans for their enforcement.
But we cannot
overlook the warning of Anchorage witness John Hakala--.
once a permit is issued, construction will proceed·
according to the dictates of economic pressure and the
hostile Arctic environment.
"Under cover of winter's
darkness and weather conditions, who will be the wiser?"
he asked.
"That is, until spring melt' has occurred and
the damage becomes visible." Even with the best of · ·
intentions, the shortcuts and human errors of such complex endeavors are likely to cause serious environmental
disruption to the Range.
Only recently, by letter to the Council; Arctic Gas
described several new construction and route changes for
the.Arctic Rarige th~t i t beli~'es would be feasible ~nd
env1ronmentally satisfactory.The changed wharf s1tes,
fewer compressor stations in the Range, a pipeline somewhat farther north and farther from the center of caribou
calving grounds, and fewer airports would indeed be an
improvement. No doubt there are other d~sign changes
still poi~ible that would miti~ate specific problems.
But the vast impact on the Arctic Range ecosystem,
although shifted from one species or area to another,
would still remain.
·
In weighing the environmental problems unique to the
North Slope/MacKenzie Valley Route, we must note the
widespread concern that such a gas line could invite an
oil line and perhaps a permanen9 1 road, so as eventually
to become a permanent corridor.~
It has happened
before in Alaska.
·
Such corridors tend .to grow, and they will do so whether
in the Arctic Range or·elsewhere. Canadian Just.;ice
Berger applied this lesson when he sought to forecast
the implications of the proposed North Slope/HacKenzie
Valley Route' through Canada.
It wa·s not ·simply a gas
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line but an energy corridor that he envisaged, whether
bringing 6il and gas from the Arctic Range or bringing
it from the offshore Beaufort Sea.
We know that such a corridor across the north Slope is
not contemplated by the Arctic Gas Group. But present
intentions do not suffice. There can be no guarantees.
A gas line across the Arctic Range and Northern Yukon
to the HacKenzie Delta would invite the exploration of
the oil and gas that may well exist within the Range or
in the Beaufort Sea. And is it really likely that after
successful explor~tion, 6il and gas will not be developed?
tve doubt it and we doubt that the present values of the
region can then withstand another round of ~itigation
effort~.
Even a legal or ~dministrative ban on development in the Range after the gas line is built (as has
been suggested by the State of Wisconsin) holds little
comfort; the destruction of a unique wilderness area for
a single relatively short.-lived project would then simply
become even more difficult to justify.
In short, we believe that the fate of the Arctic national
Wildlife Range is at stake.
In the words of Alaska
Attorney General Avrum Gross:
"If we open the Range to
the pipeline, the Range is gone--it's that simple . . . .
Once that first pipeline goes in, we have said goodbye
to the Arctic National Wildlife Range."
The wilderness and wildlife values of the Range, along
with the pipeline route, also extend into Canada, to the
MacKenzie Delta. The importance of the Northern Yukon as
a wildlife habitat is at least as great as that of the
Range.
The migratory bird nesting area for major North
American flyways lies along the pipeline path in the
Northern Yukon.
Even with restricted aircraft flights,
the pipeline's effects on snow geese nesting and gathering
might well be significant and long lasting.
From the record before us, it has not been possible to
judge the extent to which the mitigation measures proposed in Canada for this pipeline route will protect
either these migratory birds or Beluga whales and their
calves which thrive in the relatively warm waters flowing north to the HacKenzie Delta. ~ve recognize, ho\'Tever,
that· the serious proposals for a Canadian equivalent of a
protected Arctic Range, whether a .wilderness park or an
ecological preserve, would be precluded by this pipeline
route.
Given the fact ~hat there are other pipeline alternatives, such a corridor decision would be unnecessarily
destructive.
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Among the serious impacts of the Harth Slope/MacKenzie
Valley Corridor that are most difficult to measure are
those on the native peoples of Canada. Although both
Interior and FPC address social impacts, they have been
rnost.ex~ensively treate~ in the Report 8j the :aerger
1
Comm~ss~on to the Canad1an government.-They were
also raised by native groups testifying before CEQ.· -,.
Testimony before us raised concerns about the effects
of a pipeline corridor on the natives living in the
Northern Yukon Territory. They have experienced relatively little non-native influence and still lead a
largely subsistence existence. Justice Berger has
recommended that, to protect these people anQ the
environment on which they depend, no pipeline be built
across the North Slope.
In this region and along the MacKenzie River in the
Northwest Territories, pipeline effects relate to the
demands of the Yukon Indians and the Dene, Inuit, and
Meti for equitable aboriginal land claims settlement.
These natives, who constitute the vast majority of the
populat·ion in the Northern Arctic, have vigorously
opposed any pipeline either across the North Slope or
up the £.1acKenzie River, fearing both its direct effects
on their way of life and its interference with their
land claims settlement.
On balance, the North Slope corridor poses a grave
threat to the ·integrity of the Arctic National Wildlife
Range. For similar reasons, Justice Berger stated that
"there should be no pipeline across the Northern Yukon"
because "it 't<rould entail irreparable environmental
losses of national and international importance." We
have judged that this route, from an environmental
perspective, is unacceptable. The future of the Range
must lie in the permanent dedication of this :rich and
unique area to wilderness.
Fairbanks Alternative (Alcan).
Unlike the North Slope/MacKenzie Valley Corri.dor, the
Fairbanks Alternative would make extensive use of
existing pipeline and transportation routes. For some
539 miles to Delta Junction, Alaska, it would parallel
the trans-Alaska oil pipeline route. Then it would ·
travel some 730 miles into the Southern Yukon along the
Alaska Highway and the now-abandoned Haines pipeline,
which was constructed in the 1950's between Fairbanks
and Haines. Farther south, in Alberta, much of the construction would also parallel existing pipeline rightsof-way.
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Although the precise direct impacts o~ a, new gas pipeline
along these existing corridors' will depend on' si.tespecific designs and eriginee'ring, we agree 'with the
Federal Power commission that the Fairbanka .Alternat;tve
promises the least environmental impact. The applicant
for this route states that· the gas line could safely be
constructed about 80 feet from the oil pipeline across
the existing workpad, which would have to be widened
from 15 to 40 feet.
EVidence submitted by the State of
A~aska indicates that blasting,can.be safe Iyen at c;
1
d1stance of 40 feet from the 011 p1peline.Testlmony given by the Pre~ident of Alaska International
Construction Company, an Alyeska contractor, corroborated
this finding.
The existing haul road along the oil pipeline would also
be used, as would many of the existing camp s.ites ·a,nd
facilities and gravel supply sites. ·Further advantages
can result from the availability of Alyeska's vast
information on the geology, soils, stream characteristics,
and wildlife, all of which could aid in controlling
impacts of the Fairbanks Alternative as far as Delta
Junction.
Unlike the otherltwo corridors, the Fairbanks Alternative passes through no de facto wilderness areas in
Alaska.
In Canada, however, the corridor passes inside
the fringe of the Kluane National Park for 13-1/2 miles,
although for 11 miles the corridor would parallel or
use the existing Haines product pipeline right-of-way.
Intrusion would also occur for a distance of 90 miles
inside the borders of the Kluane Game Sanctuary--an area
subject to mineral development where hunting is prohibited.
Farther south and west the corridor would
cross two provincial parks.
There is no evidence that the pipelin~ will affect
either the Arctic or Porcupine herd although the pipeline may interact with the central Arctic· caribou herd,
as does the Alyeska oil line.
Possible impacts on
peregrine falcon nestitig areas near the Alyeska line
are also expected to be minimal.
In weighing the three
alternatives, the Alaska Chapter of the American
Fisheries Society concluded that the Fairbanks Alternative wou.t2 1 be least damaging to Alaska's fishery
resources . =:::J
On the other hand, social and growth impacts of both the
Fairbanks Alternative and the Alaska LNG Route will
obviously be greater in Alaska than those of the North
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Slope/MacKenzie Valley Corridor. Although no accurate
measures of these impacts have been made, the Alyeska
experience has prepared residents for what to expect.
Alyeska's impacts on Fairbanks--housing shortages, wage
discrepancies, population and crime increases, inflation,
and changes in life style--have br3~ carefully monitored
and appear to be well understood.-Many government,
labor, and business interests as well as some Alaskan
natives desire the growth effects of another pipeline
141
project and believe its impacts can readily be absorbed.-A special concern made known to the Council at its
hearings is the potential impact of the Fairbanks
Alternative on native peoples in the Southern Yukon and
on their aspirations.
Some of these impacts were
described briefly by the Interior Department and the
Federal Power Commission in their impact statements.
The FPC, in particular, reported that the Fairbanks
Alternative would have adverse consequences for Indians
in the Yukon and in British Columbia due to the rapid
influx of new workers, increased alcohol abuse and
crime, and rapid inflation. The Council for Yukon
Indians elaborated its concerns at the CEQ hearing,
stating its opposition to any gas pipeline construction
along this corridor until native institutions and
economic bases have been developed and native land
claims equitably settled and implemented, all of which
may take from seven to ten years.
The effects of the Fairbanks Alternative on the native
claims settlement issue in the Southern Yukon are now
being studied by a Canadian Inquiry headed by Dean K.M.
Lysyk, whose report is due to the Canadian government
by August 1, 1977.
In concert with the Berger Commission
report, it is intended to provide Canada with the
social impact information needed to make a pipeline
route decision.
·
It is clear, however, that there are striking differences between the likely impacts on natives of the
Fairbanks Alternative and the North Slope/MacKenzie
Valley pipeline.
In the MacKenzie Valley and Northern
Yukon, the vast majority of the people are natives
living in scattered villages. They are more dependent
on the traditional subsistence economy of hunting,
trapping, and fishing than the people farther south.
In the Southern Yukon, natives constitute a much smaller
portion of the population. Most of these live in
Whitehorse, the Yukon capital, or in villages along the
Alaska Highway or other roads.
The highways have
already brought these people into frequent contact with
non-native culture and development patterns in a way
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that the natives of Old Crow, in the Northern Yukon,
have not yet experienced. The World War II Canol Road
and product pipeline project from Norman Wells to the
Alaska Highway, the Haines pipeline project, and the
Whitehorse-to-Skagway railroad have each added ~o the
pressures impinging on traditional native life in the
Southern Yukon. Natives there have also shared their
changing environment with a majority of non-natives,
lS/
many of whom are third and fourth generation residents.-Even so, the Council for Yukon Indians believes that
the cumulative effects of development will be severe.
Justice Berger's report stated, with respect to the
North"Slope/MacKenzie Valley corridor and native claims
there that "if the pipeline is built before a settlement is achieved, the communities that are already
struggling with the negative effects of industrial
development will be further demoralized. To the extent
that . . . the sense of being made irrelevant to your
own land is a principal cause of social pathology, the
native people will suffer its effects in ever greater
measure." The Lysyk Inquiry is intended to examine
these questions as they relate to the Southern Yukon.
It is important to note that the Fairbanks Alternative,
like.the Alaska LNG system, would not allow access to
MacKenzie Delta reserves in Canada. A proposal is now
pending before the Canadian government to attach these.
gas supplies either .to existing Canadian pipeline
systems (the "Maple Leaf" project) or to the Fairbanks
Alternativ~ corridor pipeline (the "Dempster Highway
corridor"). Both are sponsored by the Foothills Company,
a subsidiary of the Canadian partners in th~ Alcan project.
The fate ~~ these pr6posals depends wholly on w~ether
Canada decides to develop its MacKenzie Delta gas
reserves and to incur the consequent social and environmental impacts. Whatever the Canadian decision may be,
our.environmental conclusion remains unchanged: We
should pr~serve the Arctic Range from the damage and
disruption of a pipeline corrido:~; across from Prudhoe
Bay.
Alaska LNG Route (El Paso)
With the·exception of the last.43 miles, this pipeline
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corridor would follow the entire Alyeska oil line
through Alaska. The social, economic, and environmental
impacts of this, the most extensive, use of the existing oil corridor would therefore be similar to those
of the Fairbanks Alternative.
In the last 43 miles,
however, the corridor would cross the Chugach National
;Forest to Point Gravina, where the gas would be liquefied, transported by tankers to California, ga,sified,
and sent to markets. A number of unique environmental
impacts result primarily from the new territory traversed and from th~ ga~ conversion proce~s.
One prominent concern is that pipeline construction
\vould damage valuable co:mmercial and sport fisheries on
rivers in southern Alaska.
In the Copper River drainage
area alone, commercial fishermen harvest over 1 mi.llion
salmon each year.
Because the pipeline would be located
near fish spawning areas, serious threats are posed by
possible fuel oil spills, gravel mining operations, sedimentation, and wastes from construction activities.
As the corridor continues south to Prince William Sound,
it crosses the Chugach National Forest, a roadless area
of great scenic beauty. Although not unique li.ke the
Arctic Range, the Chugach has wilderness characteristics
that the corridor would destroy. We do note that Point
Gravina and other portions of the National Forest adjacent to it may well forfeit their protected status in
any event once the Chugach natives' claims are settled
and these lands become private.
The proposed liquefaction plant at Point Gravina itself
would occupy an area now inhabited by black-tailed deer
and by the Northern bald eagle, whose nests can be found
on and around the industrial site.
Should the site be
developed, protection of the nests is unlikely to
succeed in the long run.
The most serious potential impacts of the Point Gravina
facility are those associated with the seawater cooling
system. The once-through system now contemplated would
return cooling water to Orca Bay 21°F warmer than
ambient temperatures. The quantity of heat discharged
to the Bay under these conditions·is roughly the same
as that from a 1,000-mega.watt electric generating plant.
~~arine

life is also threatened by chemical biocides, such
as chlorine, that are added to the cooling water. The
applicant admits that all organisms thatpass through
the system would be killed. These would include fish eggs,
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larvae and the plankton that form the base of the ocean
food chain .. i:·loreover, salmon fingerlings and other
commercial species could be killed by irnpingrnent on
the trash racks and traveling screens.
These effects have alarmed fishing interests in Prince
William s~g?d and have sparked opposition to the LNG
facility.In response, El Paso and state government
spokesmen testifying before CEQ noted the potential
value of the waste heat in developing an aquaculture
industry in the Sound. Information on aquaculture there
is scant, howi~lr' and the success of such a venture is
questionable.El Paso is willing to use other cooling systems if
required to do so; dry or wet cooling towers are possible
alternatives. Each has it~disadvantages.
D~y cooling
towers are large, relatively unattractive, and noisy.
Wet cooling towers can cause fog and icing problems and
can release biocides and impurities with the vapo~.
Both systems are costly and energy intensive, but no
cost analysis has been undertaken.
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An LNG facility on Prince William Sound must also ~eckon
with the still unknown risks of earthquakes, tsunamis,
and seiches. ~he proposed site lies in an active seismic
zone, and there may be an active fault just two miles
offshore.
Seismic information must be improved considerably before it can be determined whether the
facility should be sited at Point Gravina or at Cape
Starichkof in the Cook Inlet area, where one LNG ·
facility already exists.
How much a Point Gravina LNG facility would induce
industrial growth in the area is still speculative.
Discussion of a ne\"l petrochemical J:gllter there appears
not to be firmly based at present,~ but .it is a prospect that many interests in Alaska strongly favor.
As
OCS development continues, the possibility for drastic
changes to the Prince l"7illiam Sound area will be
increased if the Point Gravina site is built.
From Point Gravina LNG tankers would leave for a
California gasification site--point Conception and
Oxnard appear to be current leading alternatives. Here
complex land use, thermal discharge, and safety issues
must still be resolved by the state and federal governnents.
Earthquake risks exist at both sites. The
release of 300,000 gallons of cooled .,. "Vater per minute
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(l2°F below ambient temperatures) May be more easily
harnessed and usefully employed at Oxnard. However,
adequate exclusion zones to lessen the threat to public
safety can be provided at Point Conception. This site is
presently rural and scenic, so that its use would impose
substantial aesthetic impacts. Here too, the seas are.
considerably rougher than off Oxnard, raising potential marine safety problems.
LNG tanker accidents can have major consequences.
Tanker collisions or ramrnings and groundings could lead
to vapor clouds, LNG pool fires, and accidents at the
LNG facility--with possibly fatal effects. The analyses
of LNG public safety risks on the record are inconclusive. The Department of Transportation summed up the
problem in a recent Notice of Proposed Rulemaking as ·
follows:
The Haterials 'I'ransportation Board
believes • . • that improved effort
• • • is desirable to determine whether
any proposed LNG safety standards are
reasonable and economically practicable.
The bases for this view are that
no generally accepted risk assessment procedure pr~sently exists,
probability estimates have not been
developed for accidental events at
a facility, and convincing arguments have not been presented to
show that the probabilit~ qf major
9
accidents is negligible.~
Although it is not now possible to establish the level of
public safety risk imposed by an LNG facility, it is
possible to reduce substantially the consequences of
events by remote location of facilities away from people.
This approach is essentially the one proposed by El Paso
with its Point Gravina and Point Conception sites.
The Alaska LNG system is therefore unique, and it is
difficult to analyze because of the inherent uncertainties posed. rUtigation of its environmental impacts
and safety risks will be possible, but only at considerable, heretofore unestimated, expense. Z.1oreover, its
advantageous use of the Alyeska corridor is diminished
by the efficiency penalties imposed by LNG technology.
Whereas both overland pipeline systems would consume,
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according' to the FPC, jus·t over 6 per cerit o:e the natural
gas received, the LNG system would consUme nearly 11 per
cent. · In short, the' LNG sys:t·em would use· 73 per' cent ·
more energy than the overland pipelines. This loss· of
natural gas should be viewed as an environmental and
economic cost because the energy lost will have to be
replaced by some other and perhaps less desi:rable fuel
to be produced elsewhe.;re,...-wi.th yet another set of environmen tal· impacts.
·
Conclusions
The North Slope/MacKenzie Valley corridor is the most
~nvironmeritally destructive of the three routes being
considered. The intrus.;ion into the wilderness stretching. from the Canning River in A,laska ·to the t·iacKenzi.e
Delta in Canada would be massively disruptive.
Loss of wilderness does not stand alone as an argument
against the North Slope/HacKenzie Valley corridor. Our
concerns extend to the problems facing construction in
an environment of unparalleled hostility and fragility,
to subsequent gas and oil development in the Range that
would be encouraged by the pipeline, and to the effects
on the native peoples of the North who oppose this
corridor.
Because of these factors, we believe, contrary
to the FPC, that the environmental impacts of this route
are unacceptable.
The Alaska ~NG system presents different risks.
Its
conversion plants and marine transport scheme carry with
them unique environmental impacts, the significance of
which is largely unknown at this stage. According to
the best evidence, the LNG plant as proposed at Point
Gravina by El Paso would probably impact the marine ecology
of Orca Bay substantially.
Because the area is a valuable
source of salmon and other commercial species, it could
have profound effects· on the local economy as well. But
precise conclusions cannot be drawn because no substantial
investigation of the Bay has been undertaken and the waterrelated LNG plant systems remain undefined.
Wi'!:hout this
information it is impossible to determine whether the ·site
at Point Gravina is environmentally acceptable or another
i"s preferable.
It seems· likely, however, that an environmentally acceptable plant could be designed and constructed.
Similar problems arise with seismic design at the Gravina
site.
Earthquakes and resultant tsunamis present serious
threats. The ·applicant asserts that a safe plant could
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be designed once Gr:avina condit.ions. (e.g., the existence and depth of· bedrock} .are satisfactorily inves.ti- .
gated. Although. th.is ·ass·ertion has not be'eri success- .
fully.challenged, the necessary proof must .await further
site investigation and actrial plant design.
The .Alaska LNG alternative presepts risks. ·to the environment, to public safety, and to system integri.ty not present with the overlarid co~ridors.
Its si~nific~ntly
greater consumption of; energy should also: be viewed as
an environmental cost·.
It. is possible that the .Alaska
LNG corridor and tedhnology can be environmentall~ acceptable.
At. present, ho:v;r~ver, we are faced with significant uncertainties about thermal impacts, seismic ci.esign,
ultimate suitability o:f;.LNG plant sites proposed in Alaska
and California, and the safety risks of LNG tanker
traffic. Although site-spedific information is also lacking on the Fairbanks Alternative, our ignorance about
that route is nuch less important than the unknown sitespecific impacts of the lUaska LNG system.
The Fairbanks Alternative corridor is 250 miles longer
than the North Slope/Mac~enzie Valley route and so
involves·that much more environmental damage.
Its
impacts are largely restricted to existing transportation corridors, however, and involve no large-scale
intr~sion into wilderness areas or destruction of wilderness values. We believe that this is the environmentally
preferable route.
But some of its environmental risks are still unknown.
The preliminary state of the design effort suggests substantial unc~rtainty about fundamental concepts. Heasures
to deal with frost heave, thaw settlement, and summer construction, for example, are only.roughly .sketched .. Still
to be developed is site-specific information, such as
·stream crossings and additional workpad construction
mileage.
On the other hand, acc~ss to exis~ing largely
all-weather highways can contribute substantially to
mitigation of environmental impacts. Government review
of the engineering design and construction schedule will
be critical if this access is to be used to.advantage.
We have defined our environmental impact considerations
as solely a'function of cor~id6r and technology natters,
independent of the project sponsor. Thus, although
Alcan has proposed what vJe believe to be the least
environmentally risky corri,do~--the Fairbanks l\1 ternatiye..:.-its proposal is the 1ea:st ~v~ll-deyeloped of the
three.
In El Paso' s case, , the· a}J~enqe ~f a complete
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record assumes more importance because of the
potential for environmental damage at Point Gravina and
Point COnception or Oxnard.•. Environmental 'impacts of
this proposal cannot be assessed accurately .wi.thout
addi.tional design and data, particularly wi:th: respect
to the seawater cooling sy?teni and seismic information
at Point Gravina.
· ·
Although we have concluded that .t ts North 'Sl.ope/Maci<enzie
Valley corridor was un·acceptable on env.:ironmental
grounds, we also note that Arctic Gas ha;s provided
environmental analyses· of a depth and qual.t.ty clearly
superior to those of the other applicants. Horeover,
Arctic's performance of its obligations to examine
alternatives helpful to the preparation of the Interior
Department's EIS led to the analyses which establi.sh
the Fairbanks Alternative as the environmentally preferable route.
·
Our conclusion that the Fairbanks l\1 ternat.:tve corridor .:ts
the least environmentally damaging route assumes strict
application of environmental criteria in a full interdisciplinary review during the engineering design, .construction scheduling, and route selection proce~s.
Perhaps more critically, we assume that the federal
government will stringently enforce the environmental
and public safety conditions in the field.
It will not
suffice to rely on the project sponsor's "quality
control" to protect the environment or to ensure compliance with government-imposed conditions. p,ffective
enforcement may require a central federal authority and
a new organizational structuie to resolve interagency
conflicts over jurisdiction and, policy. · But whatever
the federal oversight and enforcement structure, we
believe that the public would be well served by a citizen
monitoring capability, staffed and federally supported
to observe and report on pipeline construction compliance
with government standards.
Such citizen participation
should, however, be carefully coordinated wi.th the
government monitoring structure so that the successful
applicant will have, in .Arctic Gas'.· words, "a single
voice" to which to respond.
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PART II. PUBLIC VIEWS PRESENTED TO THE
COUNCIL ON Er-TVIRONHENTAL QUALITY
Public participation in the environmental decisionmaking
process, a clear objective of the National Environmental
Policy Act, is given special attention in the Alaska Gas
Act.
Section 6(d) directs the Council on Environmental
Quality to provide the public an opportunity to present
written and oral data, vi.ews, and arguments on the
environmental impact statements prepared for the proposed
Alaskan gas transport systems.
In response to its mandate, the Council conducted four
days of public hearings in mid-!,1ay "!.977. . Recognizing
that the choice of a transport corridor will profoundly
affect Alaska, we held hearings in Anchorage on Hay 1617 to obtain firsthand the views of Alaskan citizens.
In addition, testimony was heard in Washington, D.C., on
Hay 23-24.
For individuals unable to appear, the hearing record was officially open until l~y 27.
Hore than 70 persor:s and organizations submitted written
and oral testimony, w.:j..th a score more sending in other
written comments. Witnesses included individual citizens
and representatives of labor, industry, environmental
organizations, Alaskan and Canadian native groups, state
and local government, and the three pipeline applicants.
(Witnesses are listed o~ page 55.)
Although some testimony specifically addressed the adequacy of the EISs, it was apparent that public concern
extended to decisions and recommendations made by the
Federal Power Commission and the Berger Commission
inquiry in Canada as well. For the most part concerns
centered on roughly a handful of issues:
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

Impacts on the Arctic Nationa~ Wildlife P.ange
Social and economic impacts in Alaska
Impacts on Canada, particularly on the natives
Net national economic costs and benefits of
transporting Alaskan natural gas
R,egional distribution of Alaskan gas to the
lower 48 states
Implications for future resource development in
the North
Pipeline construction monitoring.

These and other major issues raised by witnesses as well
as comments on the environmental impact statements are
summarized below.
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Hajor I'ssues and Concerns
I:Qpacts on the Arctic National Wildlife Range
For nearly all environmental groups testifying, the single
most important issue was the maintenance of the integrity
and wilderness· character of the A,rctic Nati_onal Wildlife Ra,nge.
For this reason, they, the State of Ala,ska,
and other Alaskan citizens adamantly oppose the Arctic
Gas route's crossing of the Range.
Construction of a pipeline through the Range would violate its basic purposes, witnesses contended. According
to Dave Spencer, Alaska Representativ~ of the National
Wildlife Refuge Association and former supervisor of
national wildlife refuges in Alaska for the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Congress directed that the
primary use of wildlife refuges is for "the welfare of
wildlife and its natural habitat." Spencer also pointed
out that Public Land Order 2214, establishing the ~ange,
states its purpose as "preserving unique wildlife, wilderness and recreational values."
Citing the Interior EIS and other sources, witnesses
claimed that the Arctic Route would seriously affect.the
size and health of fish and wildlife populations native
to the Range, among them the Porcupine caribou ~erd whose
traditional calving grounds would be traversed by the
Arctic line; the tundra grizzly, Arctic '\!.rolf and wolverine; the northernmost herd of Dall sheep; a discrete population of polar bear whose pregnant females use inland
winter denning sites; and snow geese which use portions
of the Range as traditional fall staging areas.
·
Witnesses were also concerned about irremediable damage
to sensitive permafrost soils as a result of pipelirie
construction and maintenance.
At the heart of many of these arguments is a, basic skepticism about the ability of Arctic Gas to adhere successfully to its proposed winter construction schedule. '
Although Arctic contends that i t can arid will complete
construction in the Range during winter months (when.
most wildlife is off the Range and snow roads can
allegedly be built), a number of people familiar with
the construction of the tra,ns-Alaska oil pipeli_ne challenged the feasi.bili ty of Arctic's proposal.
Charles Champion, the Alaska Pipeline Coordinator, and
construction contractors on the oil pipeline all argued
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that weather conditions and water availabi.lity on the
North Slope during the winter months would prevent completion in the single season contemplated by 1\,rctic.
Further, witnesses asserted, the lack of ye:arround access
may seriously hamper postconstruction testing, cleanup,
and maintenance.
I.f A,rctic enters the Range only in
winter months as it prbmises, these activities· would take
place over several years, thereby prolonging disturbance
to the Range.
Other witnesse.s considered it more likely
that the combined pres:sures of mounting project costs,
demand for delivery in the lower 48 states, and emergency
repair requirements would force Arctic to enter the Range
during thaw periods when wildlife is present and the tundra is most vulnerable to permanent damage.
During questioning, environmentalists repeatedly emphasized the singularity of the Range, claiming that it is
the only unspoiled Arctic ecosystem in the world. The
Chugach National Forest, they said, although unquestionably beautiful, is nevertheless characteristic of wilderness areas in the state. Testimony presented by the
Chugach Native Corporation also indicated its selection
of Point Gravina and other portions of the Chugach
National Forest under the Native Claims Settlement Act.
Once these claims are settled, these portions would lose
their National Fore~t status.
For a number of witnesses, the most serious aspect of
pipeline construction across the Range is the precedent
set for future hydrocarbon and mineral development.
~hey
claimed that establishing a ne~1 corridor would inevitably
lead to pressures for cl.evelopment, thereby destroying
forever the wilderness values of the Range.
In the words
of Alaska Attorney General Avrum Gross, "If we. open the
Range to the pipeline, the Range is gone-·-it's that
simple. .
Once that first pipeline goes in, we have
said goodbye to the Arctic !Tational Wildlife Range."
Testifying for Friends of the Earth in Alaska, Jim
Kowalsky cited as untrue the assertion in the FPC's
Recommendation to the President that the Department of
the Interior and the State of Alaska have lull authority
to limit further activity on the Range.
Sd far as
Friends of the Earth had been able to determine, :Kowalsky
said, s·uch authority does not exist.
·
We asked representatives of the three applicants whether
they would support federal actions prohibiting any ;future
hydrocarbon development on the Range. Alcan's position
was that existing law, including the Hineral Leasing Act,
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the National Ni.ldlife Refuge Admi.nistration Act, and
Public Land Order. 2214, precludes development as. incompatible with the protection of unique wildli.:fe, wilderness,
and recreational values.
·
El Paso took no position, noting that if the Congress
formally designates the ;Range as wilderness under the
Wilderness Act, hydrocarbon exploration and development
would be foreclosed and th~t if wilderne~s status is not
accorded, such activity can take place with less environmental impact if oil and gas lines in the fields are
directed west to Prudhoe Bay.
Arctic Gas considered it "presumptuous to take any position at this time." Its system does not rely upon gas
from the Range; nor will the system "by any lawful test
of causation" lead to oil or gas development there.
Further, Arctic Gas believes it premature for any government body to allow or foreclose oil and gas development
on the Range at this time. That decision should be made
when concrete proposals are presented.
The State of Wisconsin reiterated the point that its
support of the Arctic Gas system is conditioned upon
restrictions on future oil and gas exploration in the
Range. l\..nother condition is. some form of compensation
to future generations for the loss of wilderness--through
acquisition of either additional wilderness area or
additional acreage to the Arctic National Wildlife Range.
Social and Economic ITipacts in Alaska
For a number of Alaskans, including representatives of
state and local governments, the prospect of additional
revenues and employment to be gain~d by an all-Alaska
route is a compelling argument for the El Paso system.
A-ttorney General Gross reported that in studying the
relative economic benefits of the Alcan and El Paso proposals, the state found that the El Paso proposal provided
far greater in-state investments than Alcan·.
Walter Parker, State Co-Chairman of the Joint FederalState Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska, disputed
the state 1 s conclusions. The Commission argue.d that net
fiscal benefits to the state from pipeline construction
would be marginal at best--:-perhaps negative. And in the
long run, individual well-being, as measured by per
capita personal income, would not significantly increase
as a result of gas line construction, and it might even
decrease under. the El Paso proposal. Although the econ-
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o:rqy of the state would be :affected by any of three proposals, the state i.s not dependent upon any for its economic viability, Parke~ said.
The entire question of future industrial development
resulting from a pipeline was an issue that a number of
wi tnesse.s felt had been overlooked in the· TTSs..
The
state believes that ready .access to its royalty gas,
which the El Paso syst'eni would provide, carries with it
the possibility of long-range economic benefits, presumably in the form of' new industry.
In questioning,
however, state representatives revealed that despite
ready availability of fuel, the possibility of future
petrochemical development at G~avina Point appeared somewhat "dimmed" at present because of other overriding cost
considerations.
·
Testimony nevertheless revealed that some communities
anticipate and welcome new or continued grmvth associated
with pipeline construction. They include the majority of
Fairbanks residents, natives represented by Doyon Ltd.
with land claims falling within Alcan's propos~d route,
and the Chugach natives who have selected Point Gravina
and some other p~rts of the Chugach National Forest
involved in El Paso's propos~l.
Speakers for the City of
Valdez and the Cordova Chamber of Commerce argued in favor
of the El Paso system, contending along wit~ several other
witnesses that communities situated along the ~APS corridor are already able to absorb future demand for htiusing
and public services and, further, that these communities
can provide an experienced labor pool for future pipeline
construction.

I

I'
I
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In contrast to this unqualified enthusiasm was a concern
for localities' ability to plan for orderly growth. The
Fairbanks Town and Village Association, a regional planning and development corporation, feared that communities
will be unable to undertake necessary planning and construction efforts without some federal :•front end"
financial assistance.
They found the environmental impact
statements deficient on this point.
In its comments on the FPC draft EIS, the Association had
asked that the success-ful applicant be required to establish a loan and grant fund for the use of state, regional,
and local governments in planning and construction of
public facilities necessar~to support pipeline construction and operation. ,2\lthough the FJ?C believes that
Alaskans ought to fund such activities with their own
revenues, the As-sociation's rxecutive Direc.tor said that

local government will not have the money in time.
Impacts on Canada
The socioeconomic and envi.ronmental impacts of pipeline
construction through Canada were subjects that a number
of witnesses believed had not received adequate consideration.
Impacts on the culture and life ·styles of
native groups were particularly important issues .that
had been overlooked in U.S. proceedings. Witnesses
urged that the findings of Canadian Justice Thomas
Berger's MacKenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry be seriously
reviewed by U.S. decisionmakers, perhaps as a formal
supplement to the EISs.
However, comparable information
on impacts in the Southern Yukon, i.e., associated with
the Alcan Route, has not yet been published.
Representatives of the Council of Yukon Indians and o~
the Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territorities
(the Dene) described their concern about development and
its effects on their efforts to achieve an equitable
land claims settlement.
Both groups feared that in the
absence of strong native institutions and economic bases,
non-native industrial development would threaten the
traditional culture and way of life of their peoples.
Although Alcan argued that its route would traverse a
part of the Yukon primarily populated by non-natives and
already developed to some extent, the Council for Yukon
Indians was concerned about cumulative impacts of large~
scale development on its people in the South. Both the
Yukon Indians and the Dene, supported by church groups
in Canada and the Friends in the United States, have·
called for a moratorium on resource development until
their land claims have been settled and implemented. The
Dene in the Northwest Territorities estimated the time
required at a minimum of 20 years; the Yukon Indians
feel that they will need from 7 to 10 years.
When asked for advice.to the United States in view of
their own concerns, Daniel Johnson, Chairman of the
Council for Yukon Indians, suggested that we approve the
El Paso system.· Georges Erasmus, P.resident of the Indian
Brotherhood of the Northwest Territorities, urged instead
that we reexamine the need for Alaskan gas and consider
more seriously the alternative of not building any pipeline at this time.
--The Yukon,Government, however, holds a different opinion
on the desirability of a pipeline through th_e Territory.
According to a statement submitted for the tecord by
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J.P. ~·1cKinnon, r-linister of r~ocal Government, the Government believes that a pipelJne project need not be' considered a negative factor in the development of the Yukon
"as long as appropriate. safeguards are maintained.''
Because it is seen as having fewer social and environmental impacts and greater long-term econ·omic benefits
to the Yukon, the Alcan Highway route is pre;Eerred over
a MacKenzie Valley corridor. Jl1cKinnon points out that,
unlike the northwest Territorities, the Yukon has a long
history of development and a well-established economic
infrastructure. Natives comprise only about one-fifth
of the population, and abbut one-half of these are
already engaged in a wage economy.
r-1any of the concerns about impacts of construction on the
Arctic National Wildlife Range extended to impacts on wilderness and wildlife in the Northern Yukon and the
HacKenzie Valley.
For these same reasons, then, the Alcan
Route was found environmentally superior because it would
run through an existing corridor.
Nevertheless, several important points about environmental impacts of the Alcan Route through Canada were raised
in testimony submitted by El Paso and Arctic Gas.
Both
applications pointed out that the FPC environmental
impact statement did not mention the fact that the proposed Alcan alignment through northern British Columbia
would run through the Kluane Game and Ecological Reserve,
which is protected by Canadian law; the alignment would
affect an important winter range of Dall sheep as well
as other important wildlife ·habitats.
The FPC was also criticized for failing to take into
account the environmental impacts of constructing the
Maple Leaf project or the Demps-ter Highway corridor to
transmit MacKenzie Delta gas if the El Paso or Alcan
Routes were approved.
The FPC claimed that it was
unnecessary to do so because the decision to construct
either of these two alternatives would be made entirely
by Canada. ·However, .Arctic Ga.s noted that a pipeline
through the Dempster Highway corridor may exacerbate
impacts on the Porcupine caribou herd, whose spring and
fall migration routes and winter range are. traversed by
the highway.
Net National Economic Costs and Benefits·
The net national economic be.riefi ts (NNEB) analysis prepared by the Department of the Interior a.nd the ·Federal
Power Commission using cost figures subrn:i tted lb·y the
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a,pplicants led these agencies to conclude that
economic benefits to the United States would outwe.;i.gh
project costs in all three cases.
As one ·might expect,
the applicants argued that their projects w:Ould produce
the greatest net benefits; a few others, including the
Organization for the Hanagement of Alaska's Resources
and Teamsters Local 959 ln Alaska, supported El Paso's
contention that its projedt would provide highest U.S.
employment and revenue levels.
A few witnesses, however,
challenged the government's conclusions and raised serious
questions about the economic viability of any 2Uaskan
gas transport system.
Dr. Arlen R. Tussing, formerly chief economist for the
U.S. Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
claimed that although the method of analysis used to
calculate the NNEB was adequate, the applicants' projected costs were unrealistically low.
All proposed systems
are vulnerable to considerable risks of cost overruns,
Tussing said, on the order of those experienced by other
major custom-engineered construction projects in Dorth
America over the last two dedades.
Jerry UcCutcheon, a
witness at the Anchorage hearings, added that a Library
of Congress study found most of these overruns to run
from 200 to 300 percent.
In view of a likely transportation project cost of about

$20 billion or more, Tussing advanced the possibility
that Alaskan gas could reach its final markets at a,
price of $6 to $7 per thousand cubic feet, more than
twice the present price of imported oil in terms of
heating value.
f.1cCutcheon questioned whether there
would be any demand for Alaskan gas even at $2.80 per
thousand cubic feet.
In Tussing's view, although all three projects are subject to large overruns, the Arctic proposal holds the
greatest risk because i t crosses large areas of wilderness with no existing infrastructure and no construction
history.
He considers the Alcan project the low-risk
alternative because i t is an overland pipeline system
which, to a great extent, would go through areas which
have alrea,dy experienced major construction.
An important indicator of economic viability is a project's ability to attract sufficient financing from
private lenders, according to Sidney Wolf of the Environmental Policy Center.
And yet the FPC ha,s had to
redommend several forms of incentives to private lenders
because the high project risk~ have thus far discouraged
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capital conunitments. Through these measures, then-rolled-in pricing, guarante.ed rates of return to lenders,
and direct consumer guarantees of debt charges--gas consumers will be paying for A,laskan gas even if it would
prove otherwise unmarketable, an event which Wolf, like
Tussing, believes highly likely.
Aside from precedents set for future large-scale development projects, Wolf claimed that capital -may be diverted
from investment in deep well gas development of known
and highly probable reserves in the lower 48 states that
could produce more gas w~th less environmental disruption.
Arctic Gas claims that this situation is highly unlikely
because all new sources of gas are attractive for investors.
Although questioning wheth.er it is even possible, Wolf
contended that the most sensible approach to attracting
private investment is to eliminate or reduce project
risks, perhaps by transporting Alaskan gas in the least
expensive way.
He agreed with Tussing that the Alca,n
system would be the least costly because it is least
likely to experience cost overruns. He also believes that
the costs of both the Alcan and Arctic proposals can be
further reduced by eliminating the proposed Northern
Border pipeline segment and instead expanding the existing
Trans-Canada and Great Lakes pipeline systems.
Regional Distribution of Alaskan Gas to the Lower 48 States
Several witnesses briefly stated their support of an
overland pipeline system delivering gas directly to needy
markets. This point was considerably expanded in testimony submitted by gas transmission and distribution companies from the Hidwest, East Coast, and California. Central to their arguments was the need for uninterrupted
supplies of natural gas in order to forestall air quality
impacts of conversion to dirtier fuels.
These companies,
the- State of Wisconsin, and business groups in the Hidwest
and California believe that for several reasons the
Arctic Gas system is most likely to assure continued
supply.
First, the Arctic Gas system is designed to deliver the
most gas.
Because it would tap MacKenzie Delta reserves,
the Arctic system would reduce the risk of export curtailment by ensuring that Canadians' domestic gas demands
will be met.
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With regard to regional access to the gas, witnes.ses from
Wisconsin and Californi.a made clear their preference for
direct delivery.
the·view·of Wisconsin ·Public Service
Commi.ssion Chairman :Charles Cicchetti, the H;t.dwest will
not accept the El P~sb ~roposal and its plans to deliver
gas to. the Midwest by displacement because of risks of
service interruption.
J::fa tanker accident or an earthquake were to disrupt .delivery, Cicchetti sai.d, t-1idwest
companies are unsure whether gas diverted from California
would still go to the .Hi.dwest or would be· sent back to
California.

In

Pacific Interstate Transmission Company and California
gas distributors also voiced displeasure with the_ ·;E'PC
Commissioners' recommendation that a decision to construct
a western leg of an ove~land system be deferred. Substituting a displacement scheme, they believe, would
raise the cost of transportation to the·west and make it
impossible for western markets to pay gas producers the
same price paid by other consumers. Although ?.1 Paso's
system would deliver gas directly to California, companies there favor an overland system as more reliable.
Another concern is the timing of initial deliveries. The
State of Wistonsin believes that the El Paso system will
require the most time before initial deliveries.
In
addition to a lengthy construction time, decisions on
gasification facility sites in California are likely
to be delayed considerably. \Vis cons in also believes
that delivery under Alcan's proposal will be delayed
because of the need for much additional research.
On the other hand, Tenneco, Inc., claimed that its
decision to support the ~1 Paso proposal as a condition
of its sales contract for Alaskan state royalty gas was
based on its conclusion that the Bl Paso syste;m can
deliver gas to the lower 48 states two years earlier
_than either of its two competitors.
Like Wisconsin's
concerns about delays in LNG facility siting decisions
in California, Tenneco's concerns are that major unresolved Canadian issues may. prevent timely construction
of the proposed trans-·canada systems.
Implications for Resource Development in the North
In the view of several witnesses, the focus on alternative gas transportation proposals ignores a basic and
important question: What are the implications of
developing l-'~laskan gas for future resource development
in Alaska arid northern Canada? ·several witnesses at the
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CEQ hearings expressed the belief that the relati.onship
of natu;t;'al gas production to land use and other resource
developmenthad been overlooked in the envirom:nental
impact statements and the FPC decision--in the words of
Charles Konigsberg of ,A,nchorage, "If you co'ncentra.te on
only the gas line now, then that obscures for you what
is in my view the real meaning or significance of what
has taken place here .in Alaska. • . . We •·re not just
talking about a gas pipeline, just as we were not, in
'68, '69, and '70, talking about an oil pipeline."
Acceleration of Beaufort Sea OCS development, for example,
is a particular concern of Alaska's !Jorth Slope Borough.
As explained by Borough r.-la.yor Eben Hopson, the Inupiat
conununity on the North Slope and in Canada depends on
the Beaufort Sea as a major food source. I-1ay·or Hopson
fears that a pipeline across the Slope (the Arctic Gas
route) would tempt industry to 11 overextend" itself in
Beaufort Sea OCS development, an event that he views as
the most serious environmental threat posed by the
Arctic Gas route. Mayor Hopson believes that this
indirect impact was not sufficiently examined in the EISs;
in fact, he is skeptical that any single project EIS can
adequately assess potential impacts in the Arctic.
Other witnesses criticized the EISs for fa.iling to look
at natural gas development in the context of overall
energy resource development in Alaska, particularly petroleum. Testimony submitted by the Joint Federal-State
Land Use Planning Conunissioh for Alaska pointed out that
thus far there do not appear to be any major gas provinces in Alaska--known oil and gas reserves are primarily
developed for oil. The Commission concluded, therefore,
that it would be a 11 grave error" to develop long-range
plans for Alaskan gas which are not totally related to
oil production in Alaska.
In examining the relationship between P:r'udhoe Bay oi.l and
gas production, the State of Alaska and the FPC concluded
that gas sales would impose very little cost in oil
recovery. 2\nchorage businessman Jerry HcCutcheon sharply
disputed this conclusion, asserting that extraction of
gas would reduce ultimate oil recovery by 1.4 to 2.4
billion barrels; such a sacrifice is unwarranted when the
highest oil recovery levels can be reached simply by
pos-tponing gas extraction for 15 to 20 years.
The questionable effects of extracting gasat this time,
along with the magnitude of associated economic, so·cial,
and environmental costs, led X,1cCutcheon and others to con48

elude that the Nation's interest may be best served by
delay~ng construction of a pipeline.
Pipeline

Construc~ion Mon~toring

Alaskans and others familiar with the construction of the
trans-Alaska oil pipeline expressed their cOncerns that
the mistakes of the past not be repeated ~n future pipeline projects: Adherence to environmental standards
should be made a part of the terms and conditions imposed
upon the applicant, and an effective monitoring and
surveillance program must be instituted to ensure compliance with these stipulations.
Although the terms anq conditions imposed upon Alyeska
were considered well-drawn, witnesses claimed that an
ineffective environmental quality control program produced an unnecessarily high level of en~ironmental
impacts during construction. The Joint Fish and v-Jildlife
Advisory Team, a group of biologists from the Alaska
Depar-tment of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service who served as advisors to state and federal
surveillance efforts, recorded 691 violations of environmental stipulations between June 1974 and October 1976.
According to Allen Carson, state coordinator.of the
Team, most of them would not have occurred had the contractor cr~ated an adequate quality control program. In
the absence of such a program, Carson explained, government monitors become quality control inspectors by
default, a role for which they were neither organized
nor properly trained.
The st~te urged, therefore, that the government require
the builders of a gas pipeline to have an effective
quality assurance/quality control program before granting
right-of-way leases.
Several environmental organizations in Alaska also asked
that any gas pipeline surveillance effort include provisions• for citizen- participation:
"Public projects must
be conducted in the public eye," said Dee F;rankfourth of
the Alaska Center for the Environment. Attempts to
obtain information on the oil pipeline proved frustrating,
she and other environmentali.sts claimed, and we:re
further thwarted by lack of funding.
They suggested
that important features of a citizen monitoring program
include non-industry funding, access to government
meetings, and on-the-ground· .access to pipeline construction areas.
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When asked their views, all three applicants endorsed
some form of citizen monitoring, with Alc~n suggesting
that efforts be financed by the federal governiT\ent.
Each was careful, how~ver, to emphasize that final
decisi.ons should rest with an authorized government
entity. To paraphrase the Arctic Gas Chairman, the
applicant must have a "single voice" to which to respond.
El Paso added that the authorized official should be
responsible for selecting citizen groups and determining
how they would participate in the monitoring.
Other Issues
Impacts on Alaska's Fisheries
According to Jack Van Hyning, a marine biologist and
fisheries consultant in the Northwest, fish is Alaska's
most important natural resource in terms of its commercial, recreational, and subsistence food values.
In
1974, fisherman earned approximately !?100 million from
their catch.
In his view, the portion of El Paso's
route from Delta Junction to Point Gravina would h~ve
the greatest impact on fisheries resources in the state,
going through some of its most valuable fish-producing
waters. The effects of thermal discharge from an LNG
plant on fish and other marine life in Orca Bay and the
effects of tanker traffic on commercial and sport
fishing in Prince William Sound would also be profound.
Other fisheries experts stated that the heated e£fluent
could be productively used to support a major aquaculture
project. vJallace Noerenberg, member of a. state planning
team working on salmon rehabilitation and enhancement
in Prince liJilliam Sound, claimed that pending the heated
water could produce significant quantities of chinook and
coho salmon.
Seward Mayor Richard Neve, Professor of
Narine Science at the University of Alaska, acknowledged,
however that despite many attempts only a few successful
mariculture (aquaculture at sea) projects are presently
in operation. Dr. Van Hyning also stressed that ma.riculture is still in its infant stages, with many engineering
and biological problems unsolved, and it should not be
considers~ a realistic measure to mitigate the effects
of thermal effluents.
Effects on Coal Gasification Development
Because one of the proposed pipeline segme.nts in the lower
48 states would pas'S through extensive coal reserves
in the northern Great Plains, witnesses were asked to
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corrunent,on effects of. a 1.1earby gas pipeline. on coal
gasification deveiopmei1t~
· ··
The .i-Uchigan Wisconsin. Pipe Line Company, a member of the
Arc:t;ic Gas project, does not contemplate using this pipeli.ne segment for a coa,l gasi:t;ication project sponsored
by them·. and other midwes·tern companies · (now pending
before the FPC).
The Company stated, hO:v!eVer, that
"these facilities will probably be found to provide the
most economical method of transporting coal gas [and] if
approved and constructed in a timely manner . . . could
be the logical vehicle ·for transporting coal gas for
Michigan Wisconsin and others."
Other witnesses noted, however, that water availability
will be.the significant determinant in the future of
coal gasification in that region, with proximity of a
trans~ortation system.onl~ secondary.
Alternatives to the Three Proposals
Several alternatives were suggested:
To the Northern Border Pipeline I'.oute: Because it
is a brandnew pipeline crossing through the environ~entally sensitive potholes region of North Dakota,
several environmental organizations suggested existing
trans-Canada pipelines or the Red River corridor instead.
0

0

To the Arctic Route:
The Alaska Conservation: Society
suggested more careful investigation of a beach route
.acro~s the North Slope.
0

To new pipeline construction: Sullivan Marsden, Jr.,
Professor of Petroleum Engineering at Stanf;ord University,
introduced a proposal into the hearing record that was
originally considered in the Interior Department's EIS:
that onsite conversion of Prudhoe Bay gas into methanol
or other liquid petrochemicals could obviate the need
for a separate gas pipeline.
Questioning whether the
trans-Alaska oil pipeline will ever be f~lly used at
design capacity, Marsden suggested that these liquid
petrochemicals could be shipped through the oil pipeline
either in product batches or in solution with crude oil.
He urged that· wi_th lower capital costs and fewer environmental impacts than new gas pipeline construction, this
proposal be thoroughly ~~aluated along with those
supported by gas pipeline companies and utilities.
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Adequacy of the Environmental Impact Statements
Witnesses familiar with the environmental impact statements prepared for the Alaska gas transport system proposals believed them to meet the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act. Nevertheless, we
heard repeated criticism of the EISs as decisionmaking
documents, with charges directed against both their format
and scope.
EIS Format
The preparation of separate impact statements for each
proposal resulted in a voluminous array of information
which witnesses found confusing, cumbersome, and of little
use in formulating decisions.
Instead of merely listing
impacts associated with each route, they said, the statements should have provided explicit side-by-side comparisons of all alternatives, with some evaluation of the
relative importance of impacts.
One most important feature missing from the impact statements, according to Barbara Graham, counsel to The V'Jilderness Society, the Sierra Club, the National Audubon
Society, and the Alaska Conservation Society (the Conservation Intervenors) is an adequate analysis of the various
risks attendant to these projects. Only with a thorough
evaluation of economic, environmental, and project completion risks can the environmental impact statements
provide the base for a decision. Testimony submitted by
Alcan tended to support her contention; they call for a
supplement to the impact statements consisting of assessments of comparative environmental risks in terms of
both likelihood of occurrence and magnitude of potential
harm.
Information Believed Lacki"Ih.g
Although not disputing the adequacy of the impact statements under NEPA, witnesses stated that certain information necessary for a full understanding of the likely
consequences of project approval was missing.
The most
oft-repeated criticism in this regard was that the EISs
had not given sufficient attention to impacts in Canada.
As noted earlier, witnesses were particularly concerned
that impacts on native life styles and culture be taken
into account and asked that Justice Berger's report be
seriously considered by U.S. decisionmakers.
A full
assessment of socioeconomic and environmental impacts of
the Alcan route in Canada is still missing, witnesses
claimed.
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Beyond th.ese r.tore general conunents, several speci:fic
omissions were cited:
l.
The Arc·t±c·- Gas and Alcan proposals analy-zed in
the EISs differ significantly from thcise_presently· p;r-oposed. ·

l

•

El Paso's testimony pointed out that the Arctic Gas proposal now calls for heat tracing of certain pipeii_ne
segments, which would entail installation of electric
_·generating ;stations at 13 :locations- in Canada, about 400
' miles of overhead po\verliries-, and ·over 150 miles of
buried: electrical power lines in ·the- Hac(emzie. Delta. - El
Paso also noted that since preparation of the· BIS supplement on the 42-inch Alcan pipeline proposal, .Alcan has
proposed'a-48-inch pipeline and a revised alignment
--through- !k>rtions of Canada.
The presently proposed align- meat, ' according to El · Paso, -_would place. the A lean . pipe- li:he rhcn·e· 'than 5 miles- away from exi'sting .corridors
for-36miles in-the Yukon,-for over 300 miles in British
Columbia, and for another·: 150 to 2oo· miles in' Albel;ta
and Saskatchewan.
2.
The Interior EIS failed to treat the impact of the
Arctic Gas route on U.S. conunitments in international
treaties.
According to the National \~lildlife Refuge A,ssociation,
no mention was made of the following international agreements to which the United States is a party:
0

The Migratory Bird Treaty with Canada, Mexico, and
Japan protecting the snow goose population, _which.
uses the Arctic Wildlife Range for a feeding and
staging area

0

The 1973 Agreement on the Conservation of Polar Bears
with Canada, Denmark, Norway, and the US'SR protecting
"the ecosystems of which polar bears are a part,
with special attention to habitat components such
as denning and feeding sites and migration patterns"

0

The 1942 Convention of Nature Protection and Wildlife Protection in the Western Hemisphere

0

The 1972 Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of
Environmental Protection between the Uni_ted States
and the USSR dealing with the preservation of natural
reserves
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o

Tha .unrati;eied 197.6 convention between the United

States and the USSR concerning the Conservation of
Birds and the'ir Environment.

1-1~'gratory

3.
The National Audubon Society cited the absence of
discussion of impacts ass:ociated with pipeline maintenance and pipeline disposition after the qas stops
flowing.
·
4.
~1ayor Eben Hopson cla·imed that although some Borough
employees may have been interviewed, no effort was made
to involve the North Slope Borough in the planning or ·
execution of the EISs.
··
5.
Chugach Natives, Inc •. , and Eyak Corporation pointed·
out that the FPC impact statement made no menti.on o:e the
fact that under the Alaska Native Claims se:ttlement ,Act
their·members have selected the Point Gravina LNG site
and adjacent portions of the Chugach National Forest
affected by the El Paso Route. ·
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED ON ENVlR,ONMEN.'l'AL
;I:MPACTS. OF ALAS.KA GAS TRANSPORTATION CORRIPOR,S

Anchorage, Alaska, May 16-17, 1977
Washington, D.C. May 23-24, 1977

Appearing Before the Council
Alaska Center for the Environment - Dee Franfourth and Peg Tileston
Alaska Conservation Society - Ruth Schmidt
Alaska"International Construction Co. - Lon McDermott, President
Alaska, State of - Allan Carson, Department of Fish and Game;
Charles Champion, State Pipeline Coordinator; Avrum Gross,
Attorney General; William C. McConkey, Department of Commerce
.and Economic Development; and Ernst Mueller, Department of
Environmental Conservation
American Fisheries Society, Alaska Chapter - Norval Netsch,
· ·President
Anchorage Audubon Society - Robert Shipley
California Gas Distribution Group (Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,
San Diego Gas and Electric Co., Southern California Gas Co.,
and Pacific Interstate Transmission Co.) -John A. Sproul,
Senior Vice-President, Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Chugach Natives, Inc., and Eyak Corporation- Joe P. Josephson,
Coun'sel, and Cecil Barnes,· President
Cordova Chamber of Commerce - Doug Bechtel
Council of Yukon Indians - Daniel Johnson, Chairman
Doyon, Ltd. - Emil Notti, Senior Vice-President
Charles Edwardsen, Board Member, Arctic Slope Regional Corp.
Environmental Policy Center - Sidney Wolf, ·oil and Gas
Consultant
Fairbanks Environmental Center - George Matz, Executive Director
Fairbanks North Star Borough - Sue Fison, Director, Impact
Information Center
Fairbanks Town and Village Association for Development, Inc. Jerry Smetzer, Executive Director
Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs - Dan Roby
Friends Cqmmittee on National Legislation - Stephen McNeil
Friends of the Earth - Jim Kowalsky, Alaska Representative, and
Pamela Rich, Alaska Coordinator
Barbara Graham, Counsel to The. Wilderness Society, Sierra Club,
National Audubon Society, and the Alaska Conservation Society
John Hakala, Soldotna, Alaska
Eben Hopson, ·Mayor of North Slope Bqrough (represented By
Billy Keakok}
l:ndian Br.otherhood qf theNorthwest Territories- Geo1;ges Erasmus,
President
Joint Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska Walter Parker, State Co-Chairman:
.
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Charles Konigsberg, Anchorage, Alaska
Jerry McCutcheon, Anchorage, Alas.ka
National Audubon Society - Stephen T. Young
National Wildlife Federation - Louis S. Clapper, Director of
Conservation, and Dr. Raymond Johnson, Consultant
National Wildlife Refuge Association - Dave Spencer, Alaska
Representative
Richard Neve, Mayor of Seward and Professor of Marine Sciences,
Institute of Marine Science, University of Alaska
Wallace Noerenberg, Fisheries Consultant, Alaska
Organization for the Management of Alaska's Resources (OMAR) Beverly Isenson, Executive Committee Member; Lee Fisher,
Executive Committee Member; and Homer Burrell
Robert C. Penney, Anchorage, Alaska
Project North - Hugh McCullum, Project Coordinator, and G. Russell
Hatton, Staff Representative, Anglican Church of Canada
Robert Retherford, Anchorage, Alaska
Sierra Club - Brock Evans and Jack Hession, Alaska Representative
Ted Stevens, U.S. Senate
Leslie E. "Red" Swanson, House of Representatives, Alaska State
Legislature
Teamsters Union Local 959 - Robert W. Johnson
Tenneco, Inc.- Dr. Casey E. Westell Jr., Director, Industrial
Ecology
The Wilderness Society - William Cunningham and Peter Scholes,
Alaska Regional Representative
Trustees for Alaska - Clifton Eames
Arion R. Tussing, Adjunct Professor of Economics, University of
Alaska
Valdez, City of - William Morrice, Port Director
Jack Van Hyning, Fisheries Consultant, Fairbanks, Alaska
Wildlife Society, Alaska Chapter - James Bartonek
Wisconsin, State of - Dr. Charles J. Cicchetti, Chairman, Public
Service Commission
Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Company - William W. Brackett, Chairman;
Daniel Collins, Counsel; Dr. F.W.S. Banfield, ~rofessor of
Biology, Brock University; Dr. Randall Gossen, Canadian Arctic
Gas Pipeline Ltd; and Daniel Gibson, General Counsel, Pacific
Gas Transmission Co.
Alcan Pipeline Company - Stewart Udall, Counsel, and David
Watkiss, Counsel
El ~aso Alaska Company - Pr. John M. Craig, Director of
Environmental Affairs; Luino Dell'Oaso, Jr., P1;oject Manager;
D:r. Howard '.R,eiquam, senior Environmental Scientist; William
Wtse, Principal Couns.el; and J. Alan Galbraith.,·. Counsel
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Wr;i..tten Testimony
Assoc;i..ated

Gene~al Cont~actors,

Alaska Chapter
·
Columbia Gas System Service Corporation
Defenders of the Outdoor Keritage, Salt Lake C;tty
Gerald Kood, Temsters Uniori local 959
Laborers International Union of North .America, .AFL-CI:O
Maritime Trades Department, AFL-CIO
SullivanS. Marsden, Jr., Professor of Petroleum Engineering,
Stanford University
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Company
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America
Urban C. Nelson, Juneau, Alaska
Robert B. Olshansky, Anchorage, Alaska
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company
Southern Natural Gas Company
Texas Eastern Transmission Corp. and Transwestern Pipeline
Company.
Yukon Territorial Government
}:l~s. D:tx;i..e M. Baade, Pete'l;"sbui'g, Alaska

•
"

Other Written Comments
Benicia (California) City Council
California Chamber of Commerce
California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance
Canada-U.S. Environmental Council
Citizens Gas, Indianapolis
Calvin Dahn, St. Paul, Minnesota
Edward W. Farmer, Sweeny, Texas
Foster City (California) Chamber of Commerce
Greater Minneapoiis Chamber of Commerce
Greater Ukiah (California) Chamber of Commerce
Indiana Gas Association, Inc •.
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce
David Kippen, Anchorage, Alaska
National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
Verne B. Nelson, Minneapolis, M;lnnesota
Northern Natural Gas Company
San Leandro (Cal;i..fornial Chamber of Commerce
South Dakota, State of
South San Francisco Chainbe:i:;'o;f Comme:rce
Tennesseans for Better T~ans.portat:;i.on
Tracy (Californial Ditrict Chamber .of Conunerce
Beverly Ward, Anchora.ge,.Alaska
G. H. Wilson, AlBuquerque, New .·;Mexico
Mrs. Opal Wilson, Albuquerque, NewMexico
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APPENDIX.
1.

APPLICANTS FOR THE PROJECT!_/

Alaskan Arctic Gas Fipe,line Company

The first applicant to the FPC .for a certificate of
convenience and necessity· to transport Alaskan natural
gas was a consortium of American and.Canadian natural gas
pipeline companies·, Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Company
(Arct~J) which filed with the Commission on ~1arch 21,
1974.Arctic Gas proposes a wholly overland route.
The pipeline would traverse the north coast of Alaska and
the Yukon Territory, to the MacKenzie Delta, then head
southeasterly along the MacKenzie River into Alberta,
to Caroline Junction.
There it would divide.into
an "eastern" and "western" leg.
The eastern leg would
continue to Monchy, Saskatchewan; .there it would connect
with the proposed Northern Border system which would
carry the gas . to ·-Dwight,· Illinois, with intermittent
take-off points.
The western leg would enter the United
States at Kingsgate, B.C., and continue to Antioch,
California; the United States portion of this segment
would be constructed by Pacific Gas Transmission Company
and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Arctic's
pipeline is also designed to transport Canadian ~1acKenzie
Delta gas and future Beaufort Sea gas to Canadian markets.
(See Exhibit I-1.)

1

Excerpted from Federal Power Commission, Recommendation
to the President: Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
Systems, May 1, 1977.

2

As finally constituted, this group includes principal
applicants Canadian Arctic Company Ltd. and Alberta
Natural Gas Company Ltd. (applicants before the National Energy Board of Canada), Alaskan Arctic,
Northern Border Pipeline Company (a partnership of
six United States natural gas transmission companies),
Pacific Gas Transmission Company, and Pacific Gas
and Electric Company. The original group also included the principal producers.
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El Paso C'ompany

On September 24, 1974, El Paso Alaska Company (El
Paso) f~~ed an application for a iecond transportation
system.El Paso would transport only Alaskan gas
by a pipeline which would generally follow the route
of the Alyeska oil pipeline to a point north of
Valdez and th~n to a warm water port at Gravina Point
on Prince William Sound, Alaska.
The natural gas
would be liquefied and a fleet of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) tankers would transport it to a California
terminal and regasification plant. After regasification,
the gas would be transported by pipeline and by
displacement t~ natural gas consumers throughout the
United States.-1
(See Exhibit I-2.)
3.

Alcan Pipeline C'ompany and Northwest Pipeline Company

On July 9, 1976, Alcan Pipeline Company and Northwest
Pipeline Company (Alcan) filed a third application for a
certificate, covering a route across Alaska following the
Alyeska pipeline route to Fairbanks, Alaska, 59en along
the Alcan Highway to the Alaska-Yukon border.The
route goes through Canada along the Yukon-British Columbia border, then south using in part existing Canadian
gas pipelines in British Columbia and Alberta, and then
to the u.s. border, connecting to the west with Northwest Pipeline near Sumas, Washington, and PGT at Kingsgate, British Columbia.
Gas would move east through

3

Other companies involved are Western LNG Company
and El Paso Natural Gas Company.

4

Displacement is a method of distribution whereby
natural gas may be supplied from a closer point in
exchange for gas elsewhere.
Such procedures avoid
the transportation costs of physically transferring
gas between markets.

5

The companies directly involved are Alcan Pipeline
Company (Alaska), Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd.,
Westcoast Transmission Company Ltd., Alberta Gas
Trunk Line (Canada) Ltd. and, by adoption, Northern
Border Pipeline Company, Pacific Gas Transmission
Company, and Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
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new facilities to Monchy, Saskatchewan. This application
assumes that Northern Border, an applicant in the Arctic
Gas project, would receive the gas at· Monchy and distribute it to the Midwest and East.
·
·
On March 8, 1977, Alcan filed an alternate proposal which
follo~7 essentially the same route as the original proposal- but consists of an all new pipeline with no commingled Canadian gas. The proposed route south of
Caroline Junction, Alberta, is essentially the same as
that proposed by Arctic. . (See Exhibit I-3.) In oral
argument before the Commission iri early April, Alcan
stated that the alternate proposal is to be. regarded
as their primary proposal. ·

6

New routing is provided.for about 500 miles in
British Columbia and Alberta.
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EXHIBIT 1-3
SYSTEM MAP
FOR THE ALCAN
PIPELINE PROJECT
(48"' ALTERNATIVE)
Ref: March 8, 1977 F"Uing By Alcan

